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Dear Friends,

I love this time of year when warm 
evenings melt into cool nights, and the 
aroma of autumn is in the air; but it’s 
also hard to say goodbye to summer. 

The summer of 2016 will be 
remembered as one of the busiest 
construction seasons on record 
at Slippery Rock University. 
Jackhammers, excavators and 
demolition crews were a common sight 
as crews worked diligently to renovate 
academic buildings, athletic fields and 
residence halls prior to the start of the 
fall semester. 

All of the work was scheduled with an eye toward modernizing 
academic learning environments and improving the appearance 
and function of buildings and campus. By the time classes 
resumed Aug. 29, $6.5 million in improvements had been 
completed. 

Major projects included a new entryway for Rhoads Hall; the 
demolition and reconstruction of the south wall at Spotts World 
Culture Building; the removal and resurfacing of the outdoor 
track at Mihalik-Thompson Stadium; and a pair of projects at 
Morrow Field House that included refinishing the basketball/
volleyball court and a roof replacement.

In a continuing effort to extend our commitment to diversity, 
equality and inclusion, we converted more than 70 single-
occupancy restrooms to all-gender restrooms. We also 
launched the Physician Assistant Program; opened the renovated 
Harrisville building and welcomed the Pokémon craze to campus.

We were honored this summer to receive a number of 
national, regional and state awards for academic quality, value 
and sustainability among others. You can read about them in the 
Rock Bytes section of the magazine. All are external validation of 
the quality, affordable and Rock Solid education SRU provides.

Saying goodbye to summer may be difficult, but as C.S. Lewis 
said, “There are far, far better things ahead than any we leave 
behind.”

One of those “far, far, better things” is our fall enrollment. 
Drum roll please…we opened the fall semester with the highest 
enrollment in the history of the institution – 8,881. That’s correct, 
8,881 students. That’s a far cry from when we opened our doors 
in 1889 with 168 students.

Everyone at the University deserves a pat on the back for 
helping us achieve this significant goal. Since arriving at the 
University, I’ve wanted everyone to be focused on making SRU 
the ‘best choice, first choice’ institution for students and I think 
our numbers support that as evidenced by this historic mark. It 
truly is something not just to celebrate, but to recognize in terms 
of the dedication and hard work that everyone who lives, works, 
studies or graduated from here puts forth to share the SRU 
success story.

With great appreciation for your continued support,

Cheryl Norton, president
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SRU named national “College of Distinction”
Citing engaged students, great teaching, a vibrant community and successful 
outcomes for its students, Slippery Rock University was named a National “College 
of Distinction,” a Pennsylvania “College of Distinction” and a Public “College of 
Distinction” by collegesofdistinction.com.

To be designated a “College of Distinction,” a school’s curriculum must emphasize core 
competencies such as critical thinking, writing, oral skills, research and global perspectives. 

The institution must also offer dynamic out-of-classroom learning and study abroad programs. 

SRU scores 52 College Factual ‘badges of distinction’ 
Slippery Rock University has earned 52 badges of distinction including 33 "best value" 
designations ranging from "Best for the Money" in Pennsylvania to "Best for the Money 

without Aid" nationwide from College Factual, a data-driven college choice resource, 
in ratings released in USA Today.

College Factual awards badges to those universities that finish in the top one 
percent, five percent, 10 percent and 15 percent of each of the categories being 
evaluated. SRU earned 12 badges in the top five percent; 15 badges in the top 10 

percent and 25 in the top 15 percent.
Included among the badges awarded to SRU was a quintet in the top five percent in the overall 

categories of:

•  "Best for the Money" in Pennsylvania;
•  “Best for the Money with Aid” in Pennsylvania;
• "Best for the Money without Aid” (nationwide);
•  “Best for the Money without Aid” (Middle Atlantic); and 
•  “Best for the Money without Aid” in Pennsylvania

SRU ranked among “Best Colleges in the North” by U.S. News 
U.S. News & World Report has again named Slippery Rock University among 
the “Best Colleges in the North.” 

The University ranked among the top 100 regional universities in the North, 
which includes those universities in Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Maine, New Jersey, Maryland, 
New York, the District of Columbia, Connecticut, New Hampshire and Vermont.

According to the U.S. News, "To rank colleges, U.S. News first places each school into a 
category based on its mission (research university or liberal arts college, for example); gathers 
data from and about each school in up to 16 areas related to academic excellence with each 
indicator assigned a weight based on our judgments about which measures of quality matter 
most; and are then ranked based on their composite weighted score from those areas ranked.”

SRU freezes all housing  
rates for 2016-17

SRU students and their families were able to 
breath a sigh of financial relief when it came to 
on-campus housing costs when the University 
announced rates were to remain unchanged 
for the 2016-17 academic year. 

“Putting a freeze on all university housing 
rates is part and parcel of our ongoing 
efforts to hold costs down while continuing 
to make the University not only an excellent 
educational choice, but an economical one as 
well,” said SRU President Cheryl Norton. 

SRU‘s eight residence halls - which offer tradi-
tional, studio and suite options - along with ROCK 
Apartments, house nearly 2,800 students. 

The housing rate freeze is one of six for 
the 2016-17 academic year. In March Norton 
announced that student fees for parking, 
health services, the student center, student 
recreation and student life enhancement 
would also remain at current levels.

MEMORIAL FOR ORLANDO
A memorial service to remember and honor 

the victims of the mass shooting in Orlando 
took place June 23 in the Quad. Hosted by 
SRU‘s Pride Center, the event was open to 
all students, faculty and staff as well as the 
public. President Cheryl Norton and Jodi Solito, 
director of the Pride Center, were among those 
to offer remarks. The names of the victims 
were read aloud as the Old Main bell rang once 
for each of the 49 victims of the tragedy.  

SUNRISE AT THE ROCK
A cavalcade of colors was on display early one morning at Slippery Rock University. Between 

the pink and blue hues on the horizon and the flower beds popping with bright purples, greens, 
yellows and pinks of their own, it was a sight to behold. 

Photo by Jamie Greene, ’16, emerging technology and communication major from Moon Township.
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SRU named nationally 
as a “Great Place  
to Work For” 

The Chronicle of Higher 
Education, a top trade publication 
for colleges and universities, has 
once again recognized SRU as one 
of the nation’s “Great Places to 
Work For”. 

This is the sixth time the 
University has garnered the 
honor. 

The Chronicle‘s “2016 Great 
Colleges to Work For” survey 
is one of the largest and most 
respected workplace-recognition 
programs in the country. This 
year, 281 institutions participated. 
The Chronicle recognized 93 
institutions, including 64 four-
year institutions and 25 two-year 
institutions. Results are reported 
for small, medium and large 
institutions, with SRU included 
among the medium universities 
with 3,000 to 9,999 students. 

The Great Colleges survey 
included a two-part assessment 
process: a survey administered 
to faculty, administrators and 
professional support staff, 
and an institutional audit that 
captured demographics and 
workplace policies and practices 
from each institution. 

The primary factor in deciding 
whether an institution received 
“Great College to Work For” 
recognition was employee 
feedback. 

MONEY Magazine 
identifies SRU  
as a ‘best value’

MONEY Magazine released 
what it has determined to be the 
definitive list of colleges and 
universities that provide the best 

value in the country and SRU 
made the cut.

According to MONEY, a “great 
value” institution is one that 
provides “a great education, 
at an affordable price and that 
helps students launch promising 
careers.”

To determine which of the 
country‘s roughly 2,000 four-
year colleges and universities 
deliver the most value, 
MONEY editors first eliminated 
institutions that had less 
than 500 students; did not 
have a graduation rate that 
was at or above the median 
for its institutional category 
(public or private); did not have 
sufficient data to be analyzed; 
nor were identified as having 
financial difficulty by the U.S. 
Department of Education or 
bond ratings agencies.

The remaining 705 colleges 
were then ranked on 24 factors 
in three categories: quality of 
education, affordability and 
outcomes (alumni success) 
from information gathered by 
PayScale.com.

MONEY also measured how 
well students at each school 
did versus what‘s expected for 
students with similar economic 
and academic backgrounds and 
each institution‘s mix of majors.

SRU programs  
grab headlines

It’s been a great spring and 
summer for SRU academics 
with several programs earning 
national and state recognition 
for quality.

SRU‘s College of Education 
was ranked second in the state by 
tobecomeateacher.org. Rankings 
were determined using an 

algorithmic tool with supporting 
data provided by the schools 
and other government agencies. 
Additional factors considered 
were: total expense, student-to-
faculty ratios, graduation rates, 
potential earnings and return on 
investment. 

The graduate program in 
counsel ing was ranked fifth in 
the state of Pennsylvania by 
topcounselingschools.org. Top 
Counseling Schools ranked univer-
sities based on their program 
completion rate, job placement 
rate, licensing exam pass rate, 
accreditation length, research 
productivity and tuition and fees.

The University grabbed a 
trio of accolades for online 
educational programming.

SRU was named as one of 
Pennsylvania‘s best online 
colleges by bestcolleges.com, 
earning a No. 7 ranking among 
the top 25. Best Colleges ranked 
schools based on academic 
quality, affordability and student 
experience. 

Best Colleges also named the 
online master‘s degree in special 
education as one of the top 25 
programs in the country. 

“With over 1,200 public & 
nonprofit universities offering 
courses online, SRU‘s online 
special education program 
has set itself apart as one that 
has helped set the standard 
for distance learning,” said 
Jillian King, college outreach 
coordinator for Best Colleges. 
SRU offers a quarter of special 
education concentrations, 
including: autism, birth to 
grade 8, grade 7-12 and school 
supervision. 

SRU’s online master‘s 
degree in elementary education 
was ranked among the top 
10 programs in the country 
by bestcollegevalues.com. 
SRU offers students a trio of 
concentrations, including: K-8 
math/science, K-12 reading 
specialist and K-12 reading 
specialist and instructional 
coaching: literacy endorsement. 

Chronicle  
of Higher  
Education

Great Place  
to Work For

Money 
Magazine

Best Value

Top Teacher  
& Counseling 

Schools
Best Value

Best Colleges
Pennsylvania's  
Best Online  

Colleges
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Robin Parker, ‘77 
Bachelor of Science, 
Health and Physical 
Education
HOME: 
Orlando, Florida

PROFESSION:  
I graduated when there was one physical 
education opening for every 500 
applicants. I substitute taught until I was 
hired to teach at a Catholic elementary 
school. On weekends, I led sightseeing 
tours of Washington, D.C. After two 
years, I left to become a flight attendant, 
based out of Atlanta. The world opened 
up to me. Twenty-three years ago, my 
love for both travel and education led me 
to start my own student tour company, 
Kaleidoscope Adventures. Since then, I 
have added three other student travel 
companies to my list: Group Travel 
Odyssey, Road Runner Receptive and 
Orlandofest.

HOBBIES: 
I love travel, the outdoors, meditation 
and spending time with my son.

GREAT ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 
Founding Butler County Soccer; solo 
piloting; receiving the Eastern Airlines 
“Five Star Award” for helping to save a 
passenger’s life; the birth of my greatest 
joy – my son; and receiving the 2012 
“Student First Award” from the Student 
Youth Travel Association.

WHY I GIVE: 
I give to help future teachers in the hope 
they will someday give the gift of travel 
to their students. By educating students 
through travel, you can open up a world 
of hope, dreams and adventures.hope 

SRU Foundation introduces “crowdfunding” campaigns
Crowdfunding, the process of raising money to fund what is typically a specific project or 

activity through many donors using an online platform, has come to SRU.
The SRU Foundation, Inc. has launched a new website, Raise the Rock, where students, faculty 

and alumni can come together online to raise support for student-faculty research, scholarships, 
service projects, athletics and programs enhancing student learning.

The website, http://raise.sru.edu, includes photographs, videos and social media connections. 
Groups join the community through an approval process, making it a secure website.

“Crowdfunding is a type of online giving that harnesses the power of the community through 
many smaller gifts as opposed to singular major gifts,” said Erin Bryer, assistant director of 
development for the Foundation. 

Since launching the site a year ago, more than $15,000 has been raised.
Raise the Rock campaigns are selected on a rolling basis and several new projects are already 

in the design phase. Unlike some crowdfunding services, raise.sru.edu projects receive all of the 
dollars donated to them, even if the groups do not attain their desired levels of funding. The SRU 
Foundation, Inc. provides training and guidance to all groups running campaigns. For donors, gifts 
are 100 percent tax deductible.

Norton joins 
“Twitterverse;”  
SRU launches feed  
for news

SRU President Cheryl Norton 
jumped into the social media 
pool this semester with her 
own Twitter feed, www.twitter.
com/@SRUPresident, while a 
second new feed, www.twitter.
com/@SRUofPA, will be used 
as a way to disseminate news 
and information about SRU to 
its community, constituents 
and the world. The feed will 
also provide followers with 
information about upcoming 
events or announcements as 
well as content important to 
local media outlets.
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University Bookshelf

History professor’s book explores urban tourism
Aaron Cowan, SRU associate professor of history, argues in his new book “A Nice 

Place to Visit,” that urban tourism played a central role in the revitalization of Pittsburgh, 
as well as three other rustbelt cities he studied; Baltimore, St. Louis and Cincinnati.

The book, published by Temple University Press, is the first to provide a historical 
analysis of how the four cities transformed themselves into tourist locales in the 
post-industrial era, largely through re-branding and investment in infrastructure 
such as hotels, convention centers and sports stadiums.

SRU English professor explores ‘Pennsylvania Blues’ 
“Pennsylvania Blues,” a new book of poetry by William Boggs, SRU professor of 

English, focuses on the struggle to attain spiritual purity amid the darker instincts 
of human nature. Boggs said the book was inspired by his life experience and 
observation of contemporary culture.

Boggs said memories of friends whose relationships fell apart because of “the 
weaknesses of the human flesh,” provided fuel for the book.

Boggs said he included poems that reach back to his childhood on an Erie County 
farm, his recollections of the 1950s and a time of simplicity and close contact with nature.  
Many of the poems look at the problems faced in today‘s media driven “I, me, my” society, said Boggs.

“Pennsylvania Blues” is Boggs‘ fifth book. 

SRU psychology professor authors book on enlightenment 
Whether someone is sorting the laundry, jotting down a grocery list or simply tying 

a shoe, an “aha” moment of inspiration can emerge when they least expect it.
For Christopher Niebauer, associate professor of psychology at SRU, lightning 

struck at a most unusual moment - while he was lying in a hospital bed eight  
years ago.

The end result was Niebauer‘s first book, “The Neurotic‘s Guide to Avoiding 
Enlightenment: How the Left-Brain Plays Unending Games of Self-Improvement.”

Niebauer said the book was written for the ordinary person who has an extraordinary curiosity 
for who they are, how thoughts work and why they cannot control their thoughts, using examples 
from the lives of his children as well as favorite movies and TV shows from the 80s and 90s to 
illustrate points.

SRU physical and health professor pens technology textbook 
Technology in physical and health education is undergoing a period of expansion with 

course-specific web pages and in-classroom use of tablets quickly becoming the norm.
One of the more passionate advocates for the use of technology in the profession is 

Joanne Leight, SRU professor of physical and health education. She recently released 
her new book, “Technology for Fitness and Wellness Professionals.”

The book is a user-friendly handbook that teaches creative technology 
strategies in the fields of school wellness education and physical activity, and 
fitness management. It builds skills for using widely available technology resources to enhance 
instruction, assessment, motivation, communication and advocacy in fitness settings. 

’79 graduate explores familial memories
Doug Rice, ’79, English, has written “Here Lies Memory,” which explores the place  

of memory in living daily, scarred and sacred lives. 
The book centers on two Pittsburgh families struggling to survive trauma and love, 

and exploring what language and photographs do to memory, desire and love and 
what gentrification is doing to the souls of families and neighborhoods.

All books are available at Amazon.com.

University’s e-waste recycling 
program yields success 

Pallets and parking lots were “overflowing” 
with old TVs, computers, cell phones and 
microwaves, as more than 400 participants 
dropped off at least 2,500 “e-waste” items 
during SRU‘s fourth annual Electronic Waste 
Recycling Days April 22-23. 

Cell phones that were collected were 
donated to the Hope Phone Program, which 
makes secondhand cell phones available to 
people in Africa. 

Offered in conjunction with SRU Earth 
Days, the recycling drive diverted waste from 
landfills at no cost to the University. 

GISO Commission launches 
LGBT 101 program

With an eye on promoting awareness, 
expanding knowledge and fostering inclusion 
of the LGBT community, SRU’s President‘s 
Commission on Gender Identity and Sexual 
Orientation has developed an interactive 
workshop organizers have dubbed “LGBT 101.”

The program is a two-hour, LGBT 
information tour de force featuring: an 
introduction to the LGBT community; an 
overview on how to be sensitive; how 
to open and maintain a dialogue; how to 
problem solve; and how to avoid issues that 
could affect the parties involved through 
discussions and exercises.

GISO members hope to expand the 
program‘s reach through its possible 
integration into a mandatory program 
for both new University employees and 
incoming freshman.
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“S” MARKS THE SPOT
The spiffing up of the basketball/volleyball court at Morrow Field House prior to the start of the 
fall semester included the painting of new lines, end court and center court logos.

Athletic communication office earns national honors
The College Sports Information Director‘s Association has recognized the SRU athletic 

communication office with seven national publication honors.
The seven national awards include six for game programs and one for game notes. The six 

game program recognitions are the most among any institution in the nation, regardless of 
size or NCAA division. SRU is the only school in the Pennsylvania State Athletic Conference and 
Division II‘s Atlantic Region to be recognized.

Included in the honors were five “Best in the Nation” recognitions, four of which were for 
game programs. SRU was recognized as having the best basketball game program cover, the 
best special events program cover (football salute to military), the best special events program 
(football salute to military), the best lacrosse program cover and the best football game notes 
among all college division entries. The college division includes all Division II, Division III, NAIA and 
junior colleges in the nation.

SRU was also recognized with the second and third best “single sport game programs” in the 
country with the volleyball program ranking second and the field hockey program ranking third. 

SRU‘s athletic communication office, part of the University Communication and Public Affairs 
Office, is responsible for all communications regarding SRU athletics, including but not limited to 
all content on the official athletics website, www.rockathletics.com, all game programs, game 
notes and other preview information and recaps for events, all live video broadcasting and all 
official athletics social media accounts.

SRU welcome ‘WOWS’ 
students, parents

Slippery Rock University’s team of 
“Weekend of Welcome” volunteers welcomed 
and moved in 1,500 new and returning 
students Aug. 25-28. The WOW brigade 
carried thousands of pounds of clothing, TVs, 
computers and food to students' rooms and 
fielded questions about room swipe cards, 
orientation 
activities and 
the location 
of other 
campus  
buildings.
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Patrick O’Hare ‘65, 
Bachelor of Science, 
Physical Education

HOME: 
Weston, Florida

PROFESSION: 
Prior to retirement, I was a teacher, a soccer 
coach at Miami-Dade Community College 
and a commercial real estate broker.

HOBBIES: 
Golf, travel and organizing SRU soccer 
alumni events and projects to assist the 
men’s soccer team. 

GREATEST ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 
Having a great family; starting the Egli 
Scholarship; creating the SRU soccer alumni 
group; launching the SRU Soccer Ring of 
Honor; and being inducted into the SRU Hall 
of Fame and Soccer Ring of Honor. I am 
especially proud of all of the players that 
I coached. I have enjoyed watching them 
become coaches, businessmen and family 
men. After 30 years, I still love to hear 
former players shout, “Hey, coach!” as I 
walk through public places. 

WHY I GIVE: 
I entered SRU as a brash young man with 
little interest in learning. While there, 
I grew as a person, due mostly to the 
professors who gave me confidence and 
guidance. When I graduated, I felt that I 
was well prepared and had the confidence 
to succeed. I also saw the need to support 
the men‘s soccer team to increase its 
chances for success. I think this could all 
be summed up according to my brick at the 
Alumni House that reads, “To all those who 
came to the Rock and became more that 
they ever thought they would become.”

Fall 2016    9 

Baseball, track and field athletes earn All-American accolades
SRU sophomore designated hitter 

Tyler Walters hit an All-American 
double when it came to post-season 
accolades, being named to the 2016 
National Collegiate Baseball Writers 
Association and American Baseball 
Coaches Association‘s All-America 
Teams.

The Saegertown 
native concluded 
his sophomore 

campaign batting .439 (72-for-164) over 46 games to go with 
42 runs, 12 home runs and 45 RBI. Nationally, Walters ranked 
14th in NCAA Division II in batting average and 17th in slugging 
percentage.

The College Sports Information Directors of America 
named four members of the SRU track and field programs to 
Academic All-America honors. Sabrina Anderson earned her second 
career Academic All-America recognition, while Sam Taylor, Jacob 
VanHouten and Tyler Palenchak were named to the team for the 
first time.

The CoSIDA Academic All-America recognition is among the 
most prestigious honors a student-athlete can earn. In order to be 
eligible, a student-athlete must maintain above a 3.30 cumulative 
grade point average, must be at least a sophomore in athletic 
standing and must have significant athletic credentials. 

Anderson named PSAC Scholar-Athlete of the Year
Track and field standout Sabrina Anderson was named the PSAC Pete Nevins Female 

Scholar-Athlete of the Year; the highest academic honor the Pennsylvania State Athletic 
Conference awards.

After just three years at SRU, Anderson graduated with an exercise science degree and 
a minor in business administration in May. She completed an incredible 140 total credit 
hours in those three years and graduated early with a 3.90 cumulative GPA. Anderson has 
already been admitted to, and is taking classes in, the Master‘s of Business 
Administration program at SRU, putting her on course to earn both her 
undergraduate and graduate degrees in just four years. The master‘s 
program will also allow Anderson the chance to use her senior year of 
athletic eligibility in 2016-17.

On the track, Anderson was named the PSAC Field Athlete of the 
Year after both the indoor and outdoor seasons in 2015-16. She  
won the PSAC title in the heptathlon and earned All-Region honors  
in both the heptathlon and the high jump outdoors. Anderson  
closed her junior season on the track by earning All-America  
honors with a 10th place finish in the heptathlon at the NCAA  
Division II National Championships.

In addition to her outdoor success, Anderson was also an indoor 
All-American in 2016 after setting the all-time PSAC record in the 
pentathlon en route to finishing fifth at the indoor national meet with 
3,818 points. She also won the PSAC title in the pentathlon and the 
60-meter hurdles indoors and was named the Most Outstanding 
Athlete of the championships after competing in 11 total events over 
two days.

PSAC names 181 SRU students as scholar-athletes
A total of 181 Slippery Rock University student-athletes were named as Pennsylvania State 

Athletic Conference scholar-athletes for maintaining above a 3.25 grade point average during 
the 2015-16 academic year. 

A total of 122 females and 59 males represented The Rock on the list. Among the SRU 
student-athletes honored, 13 boast a perfect 4.0 GPA. 
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SRU grad analyzes  
numbers during the week,  

color palettes on the weekends

All Chalked Up
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Long before Twitter, Instagram, Facebook 
Messenger and today’s other, ever-invasive 
social media communication systems, 
Slippery Rock University students relied on 
plain and simple chalk messages. The posts 
were hand-scrawled on sidewalks, steps, 
risers and all other flat surfaces to promote 
concerts, plays, recitals, guest lectures, 
elections, homecoming events and a myriad 
of other campus events. 

The crude, but effective, dispatches 
created with large sticks or small chunks of 
everyday chalkboard chalk, sometimes were 
accompanied by laughable art work that kept 
the campus updated and enlightened with 
humorous comments on national events  
and causes.

Erik Greenawalt, a 1999 Slippery Rock 
University graduate who, as a student, kept 
the campus informed for two years as editor-
in-chief of The Rocket, the award-winning 
weekly student newspaper, and served as 
the announcer for the SRU Marching Band at 
football games, is significantly and steadily 

expanding the SRU chalking tradition to an art  
form that is drawing the attention of organiza-
tions, community groups, supporters and the 
public across the country, as well as abroad. 

He and fellow chalk artists create fleeting 
works of dramatic art with sticks of chalk that 
attract onlookers who stare in awe by the 
thousands as the creations take on a short-
lived life on their hometown sidewalks. At the 
first rain, the intricate drawings disappear 
much quicker than they were created. However, 
some remain imbedded in the sidewalk or 
streets for weeks before being worn into 
oblivion by admirers and passers-by.

By weekday, Greenawalt is a manager 
of financial planning and analysis for the 
Pittsburgh-based grocery chain Giant 
Eagle Inc. By weekend, he spends much of 
his time kneeling – or lying – on sidewalks 
drawing larger-than-life chalk portraits of 
well-known sports figures, celebrities and 
historical leaders. 

His wife, the former Julie Callanan, also a 
1999 SRU graduate, and their daughters, Jaycie, 

13, and Jenna, 10, often accompany him. 
“Jenna likes to chalk right along with me, 

while Jaycie, who is also a strong artist, is not 
following in Dad’s footsteps. She just doesn’t 
like the feel of 
chalk beneath  
her fingers,”  
Greenawalt said.

The SRU 
alumnus said 
he got into the 
chalking art realm 
quite accidentally. 

“I did not take 
art classes at The 
Rock; I opted for 
music courses to 
fill my liberal arts 
requirements. 
After working at the Tribune-Review 
newspaper right after graduation and later 
as a copy editor on the night shift at the 
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, I would be home with 
my girls in the daytime. At the time, Jaycie was 

“ I sit in an office 
all week working 
behind a computer, 
so chalking is a 
great chance to do 
something with my 
hands. Some guys 
spend their weekends 
playing golf; I spend 
my weekends playing 
on the pavement.”
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about 3, and I had to find things to entertain 
her. One of those things was playing with 
sidewalk chalk in the driveway.

“The original pieces were pretty crude,” 
Greenawalt admits, adding, “Jaycie was quite 
the critic, pointing out flaws and areas that 
needed improvement. I quickly started using 
a grid system, blocking an original piece of 
art into squares, and then transferring the 
‘squares’ one-by-one to the pavement. I 
started by using regular, old Crayola sidewalk 
chalk; then I discovered the bright colors 
that soft pastels could provide. I tinkered 
and experimented for a couple of years with 
blending and shading. We both got better. It was 
a great way to spend quality time together.

“I started taking my chalk art on the road 
by going to local festivals and competitions 
and at a 2009 chalking festival event in 
Pittsburgh, I received the People’s Choice 
Award for a drawing of the Pittsburgh 
Penguins’ Sidney Crosby holding the Stanley 
Cup,” he said. “In 2014, we went to Chalkfest 
Buffalo in New York, where I met people from 
the Florida Chalk Artists Association. They 
suggested I come to a festival in Clearwater 
Beach, where artists chalk in paradise, not 100 
yards from the Gulf of Mexico.” 

Cities and communities, often backed by 
the local Chamber of Commerce or other civic 
groups, regularly host such festivals as a 
means of drawing local and regional residents 
to their city for a day of community exposure 
and fun. 

“From there it has just expanded – and  
exploded. Various city festivals have  
contacted me, offering airfare, accommo-

dations and meals, sometimes even a small 
stipend, to participate. It is always great fun 
and provides a chance to visit the city and 
surrounding areas to take in the local history 
and sites,” he said. “My family often comes 
along, so it really becomes a ‘family outing,’ 
and is educational for all.”

Along the way, Greenawalt also found 
time to earn his masters of business 
administration at the University of Pittsburgh 
and said, “While there is nothing like being in 
a newsroom, working in corporate finance is 
enjoyable too … and maybe 
more stable.

“Most of the festivals I 
attend are not competitions, 
in the true sense of the word. 
There may be awards, like 
‘Best of Show’ or ‘Audience 
Favorite,’ but because each 
artist draws in their own 
genre, we aren’t actually 
competing. The real winners 
are the spectators who get 
to see art come to life,” he said.

Most times the art space he works in is 
10-feet-by-10-feet, but sometimes larger, 
Greenawalt said. The Clearwater [Florida] event 
had 30 to 40 artists, but a two-day festival he 
attended in February in Lake Worth, Florida, 
near Palm Beach, drew between 400 and 
500 chalk artists. It also drew some 100,000 
festival visitors and took up a dozen city blocks. 

“In reality, the works are done over two or 
three days and often take 10 to 15 hours. It is 
always outside, and I carry tarps to cover the 
pavement if we get a small rain. I enjoy being 

outdoors and being in the sunshine. Truly, it 
is about performance as much as about art. 
You get the chance to interact with people 
who come by to watch. Each festival includes 
time to talk with the visitors, many of whom 
offer suggestions and tips about their local 
community while admiring and critiquing the 
art,” he said.

“I sit in an office all week working behind  
a computer, so chalking is a great chance to 
do something with my hands. Some guys 
spend their weekends playing golf; I spend 

my weekends playing on the 
pavement,” Greenawalt said.

Among his favorite festivals 
is Chalktoberfest in Marietta, 
Georgia, just north of Atlanta. 
The event is sponsored by the 
Marietta/Cobb Museum of Art 
and is growing every year. This 
year, there will be nearly 80 
artists from all over the world.

Chalk artists offer portraits, 
animals, historical events, 

comedy, cartoon characters, reproductions 
of classic art pieces and just about everything 
else imaginable. Greenawalt draws a lot of 
sports figures and historical people. “I think I 
have come into my own in that area -- drawing 
dead people,” he said with a laugh. 

In addition to the Penguins’ Crosby and 
Baseball Hall of Famers Cal Ripken Jr. of the 
Orioles and Roberto Clemente of the Pirates, 
Greenawalt chalked The Ohio State University’s 
famed football coach Woody Hayes at an event 
last fall in Columbus. Other recent portraits 
he has done range from Daryl Dixon of “The 

“ In reality, the works 
are done over two or 
three days and often 
take 10 to 15 hours.  
It is always outside, 
and I carry tarps to 
cover the pavement if 
we get a small rain.”
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MAKING SIDEWALK  
CHALK IS EASY.

Chalk molds can be as simple as 
empty cardboard paper towel or toilet 
tissue rolls, inexpensive ice cube trays, 
muffin tins or plastic candy molds 
with interesting shapes.

If using cardboard tubes, line them 
with rolled wax paper leaving enough 
to partially fold over outside of tube. 
For added stability, tightly secure a 
square of duct tape on one end of the 
tube before mixing chalk.

 All needed supplies are available 
from craft or art supply stores.

 
RECIPE:
●   1 cup plaster of Paris
●   ¾ cup water
●   Enough powdered tempera paint to 

create the desired color
●   Mix thoroughly in plastic bag-lined 

mixing bowl to evenly distribute color
●   Pour or spoon into molds (will be 

cake-mix thick)
●   Allow to dry overnight
●   Remove from mold

Chalk is ready to use
 

   
 CAUTION:  

 Do not rinse  
 extra residue  
 down sink  
 drains. 

Perfect 
Chalk 
Recipe

Walking Dead” to President Thomas Jefferson.
Some chalk artists specialize in “3-D” draw-

ings that give the illusion of deep holes or 
waterfalls on the sidewalk or roadway, but 
are really on a two-dimensional, flat plane. “I 
also do that type of chalking on occasion, and 
it is always fun to see the viewers’ reactions,” 
he said.

Greenawalt recently returned to the SRU 
campus to exhibit his chalking skills outside the 
Robert M. Smith Student Center, but the day’s 
weather was uncooperative, so he chalked a 
large portrait of Rocky, SRU’s friendly mascot, 
on cement board inside the lobby of Old Main. 
The drawing graces the front cover of this 
edition of The ROCK magazine.

“While I have not met many ‘celebrities’ 
at the various festivals, a chalk portrait I did 
of Pittsburgh Steelers’ running back Jerome 
Bettis caught the football star’s attention. He 
re-Tweeted it and reposted it on Instagram,” 
Greenawalt said.

Attending more than a dozen chalk festivals 
each year keeps the SRU graduate busy. 

“I usually do some research on the hosting 
festival city so I can draw something visitors 
will relate to. In Elmira, New York, where 
Mark Twain lived, – and is buried – I drew his 
portrait joined by Huck Finn. Last June, at the 
chalk festival in Minneapolis, I drew a tribute 
to hometown music artist Prince who had 
recently died.” 

Greenawalt attended his first international 
chalking festival in August when he was 
invited to Canada for a street painting festival 
in Cambridge, Ontario. He reproduced an 
Arnold Friberg painting of a Royal Canadian 

Mounted Police officer and his trusty steed.
On his wish list is to attend some chalk 

festivals in Europe.
“I usually take about 30 pounds of chalk 

and other gear with me, including broken 
Styrofoam chunks used to blend the 
various shades. The Styrofoam saves a lot 
on the fingers,” he said. “There have been 
times, when I have just about worn off my 
fingerprints rubbing in the chalk to blend 
specific colors,” he said.

His chalk supply ranges from robust, 
strong, bright color chalk sticks to small, 
pebble-like nubs. His tool kit also includes 
duct tape, tempera paints used as a base, and 
lots of pastel chalk for blending to create the 
perfect shading and color.

However, he says his most important 
pieces of equipment -- are “Sunscreen and 
water; chalking is a hot hobby.”

While the SRU-connected chalk artist 
may be using an ancient medium traced to 
prehistoric people for his art, he is still high-
tech and computer/cell phone savvy, including 
Instagram and Twitter accounts –  
@TheChalkingDad – created because 
youngsters in his Pittsburgh neighborhood 
refer to him as “The Chalking Dad.” His works 
can also be viewed on Facebook at: www.
facebook.com/TheChalkingDad

He is available via email at:  
TheChalkingDad@gmail.com

To view a time lapse video  
of Erik Greenawalt creating 

Rocky's portrait, visit:  
www.sru.edu/rockyinchalk.
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Centreville becomes Slippery Rock
William Hill and Stephen Cooper founded Centreville, which was 

already known to the post office department as Slippery Rock and to 
some old settlers as Ginger Hill, in 1825. Centreville had just three log 
cabins in 1825, but by 1841 when it was incorporated as a borough with 
a population of roughly 500, it had grown to the extent that it included 
a bank, hotels, general stores, hardware stores, a foundry, a tannery, 
blacksmith shops, tailor shops, carriage shops, a furniture store, shoe-
maker shops as well as physicians and dentist practices.

“The Borough of Centreville was incorporated in 1843 within 
boundaries approved by the county court in a community settled in 
northern Butler County as early as 1803,” said Ken Harris, the lead 
officer for the Slippery Rock Heritage Association. “It laid entirely 
within Slippery Rock Township which had for some years prior to 1843 
established its official post office site, called Slippery Rock, within the 
new borough.” 

By 1887, talks of creating an educational institution in Centreville 
started. A fund-raising committee was formed Jan. 16, 1888 and 
just over a year later, Feb. 1, 1889, Pennsylvania Governor James 
Beaver approved the would-be school thanks in no small part to the 
enthusiasm he witnessed for the project by the Centreville community.

March 26 of 1889, 168 students and 10 faculty members took part in 
the first day of classes at Slippery Rock State Normal School. Founders 
Day is now celebrated every year on March 26 to coincide with the 
anniversary. 

If it weren’t for the people of Centreville, who in addition to 
fundraising did everything from building the road leading to the school 
that today is known as Morrow Way, to making linens and carpet for 
the school, there is a very real possibility that Slippery Rock University 
would not exist today. 

“They were centrally important,” Harris said. “A community-based 
committee of leading citizens and other interested persons formed 

in 1887 and met at one of the two 
Presbyterian churches in town to begin 
the planning, which established the 
college. They were literally the first body 
of local investors or shareholders.”

Though it had unofficially been called 
Slippery Rock for years, in 1900 the 
Centreville borough officially became 
known as Slippery Rock and the lasting 
relationship between Slippery Rock 
University and Slippery Rock was born. 
The borough and school simultaneously 
grew with one another over the 
following years. 

“There was understandable confusion 
among these separate entities and, 
more significantly, because there 
were already several, four or five at 
least, other Centrevilles elsewhere in 
Pennsylvania,” Harris said. “The county 
court responded in 1900 to a citizens‘ 
petition and formalized a name change 
for the borough, recognizing a name that 
had been used informally for a decade 
or more.

“My impression is that there was a cordial and mutually supportive 
relationship between the community and school early on.”

Before there was a Slippery Rock University there was the town of 
Slippery Rock and before there was Slippery Rock, there was Centreville. 

Over the last 175 years the three entities have become intertwined  
and telling the history of one is impossible without the other. 

If it weren’t for 
the people of 

Centreville, who 
in addition to 

fundraising did 
everything from 
building the road 

leading to the school 
that today is known 

as Morrow Way, 
to making linens 
and carpet for the 
school, there is a 

very real possibility 
that Slippery Rock 
University would 
not exist today. 

Photos left to right: Old Main Street, Memorial Park, South Main 
Street in the 1970s.
Used with permission by the Slippery Rock Heritage Association courtesy  
of the community. 
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A borough and school grow together
From 1900 to 1970, the borough’s population exploded from 993 to 

4,949. The school, which became the State Teachers College at Slippery 
Rock in 1927 and Slippery Rock State College in 1960 before earning 
university status in 1983, enjoyed similar increases in enrollment; 
going from 1,000 students in 1931 to more than 5,000 for the 1975-76 
academic year.

Like many small communities in America, Slippery Rock was 
faced with difficult challenges in the 1990s. Many businesses closed 
or moved, existing infrastructures began to deteriorate, sidewalks 
were cracked and main street, the heartbeat of any community, was 
peppered with telephone poles on each side of the street with the 
accompanying wires to make a very non-picturesque view. 

Simply put, the thriving town was no longer a place that looked as 
inviting as it had for so many years. Not coincidentally, the University 
suffered during this time as well with eight consecutive years of 
declining enrollment from 1992-93 to 1999-00.

“New students were coming to see the University and they had 
to drive through this ugly town,” said Tom McPherson, a life-long 
Slippery Rock resident and current project manager for Slippery Rock 
Development Inc. “That needed to change. People from town and people 
from the University saw the need for an organization (to address these 
issues) because the city was crumbling.”

In 1999, the town’s revival began with a collection of volunteers 

that consisted of local citizens and University officials committed to 
returning Slippery Rock to its former glory. The group, which would 
officially become Slippery Rock Development, Inc., turned around 
the struggling town by following the philosophy that investment 
drives economic development and that the best place to invest was in 
downtown Slippery Rock, the borough’s figurative front porch. 

“Originally we were focused on renovating then we kind of focused 
on maintenance and upkeep,” McPherson said. 

The results of Slippery Rock Development, Inc.’s efforts over the 
last 15 years are readily evident with even a cursory glance around 
town. The list of upgrades include: increased landscaping, fashionable 
light fixtures, matching benches, bike racks, a stone sign and waterfall 
welcoming visitors, a community gazebo, freshly paved sidewalks, 
upgraded infrastructure and a decorative waterfall. Attracting 
businesses was also a key part Slippery Rock Development’s plan. 

“Now we’re focused on actual development,” McPherson said. 
“Bringing in new businesses and working with the borough on things like 
zoning and stuff like that so we can try and entice businesses to come to 
Slippery Rock. In a way, Slippery Rock Development is responsible for the 
hotel, Ginger Hill and the Brewery coming to town. It also played a part in 
transforming Slippery Rock from a dry town to a wet town so we could 
draw in these types of businesses.

“The town is now inviting to see,” McPherson said. “There’s more 
potential for future businesses to come here than before. In the past 

Photos: top row from left, Homecoming parade on main street  
in mid-80s, original Sheetz, Slippery Rock Hot Dog Shop. Second row:  
left to right: Camelot Restaraunt, C-Zers Record Shop (located where 

“�The�town�benefits�from�the�University�because�of�the�population�
that the University brings in. The students, faculty and staff all 
spend money in the town and many live here too. We’re a small 
town with a big University.”

– Tom McPherson 
project manager, Slippery Rock Development Inc. 

the Vape Shop is now), First National Bank, the Laundry House (located 
where Chapman & Lewis Environmental Services, Inc. is now).
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it was in shambles, who was going to want to open up a business in a 
town that looked dilapidated?”

The town’s rebirth coincided with Slippery Rock University’s own 
ambitious remodeling campaign over the same timeframe in which 
SRU completed projects that included new or remodeled residence 
halls and classroom buildings, the construction of the Robert M. Smith 
Student Center, the opening of Jack Critchfield Park and various other 
improvements that have greatly improved the aesthetics around campus. 

The results of the town’s re-beautification and the University’s 
upgrades helped generate a spike in enrollment from 6,803 in 1999 to 
8,628 for the 2015-16 academic year. 

“The town benefits from the University because of the population 
that the University brings in,” McPherson said. “The students, faculty 
and staff all spend money in the town and many live here too. We’re a 
small town with a big University.” 

The relationship between the two Slippery Rocks
The present day relationship between Slippery Rock and the 

University is excellent according to Slippery Rock Mayor Ron Fodor. He 
attributes the strong bond between the two to great communication.

“Representatives from the University and from the Student 
Government Association attend borough meetings and provide 
informative reports,” Fodor said. “The mayor and council are always 
included at events at Slippery Rock University. President (Cheryl) 

Norton is active in the community; she participates in numerous 
community events throughout the year. Civic organizations such as 
Slippery Rock Rotary enjoy sponsoring the Rotaract Club for students 
and community projects are completed by students.”

Fodor said that despite a few drawbacks that come with an influx a 
large population consisting primarily of young adults, such as excessive 
noise from off campus housing and drivers not always adhering to 
borough traffic laws, the positives of having a university in Slippery 
Rock have far outweighed the bad, helping the town prosper.

“We enjoy sports, music, plays and special activities living in Slippery 
Rock because of the University,” Fodor said. “Slippery Rock is located in a 
rural setting where there is less traffic and less stress. Local businesses 
are happy to have students as customers. The students bring energy to 
the borough. We all enjoy the benefit of a youthful population.”

With a firm infrastructure now in place in both the borough and school, 
Fodor envisions the mutually beneficial, and necessary, relationship 
between the two lasting well into the town’s next 175 years. 

“The relationship will continue to prosper in the future with more 
participation and strong leadership,” Fodor said. “We will continue to 
work together to solve problems with good communication. This unique 
relationship is based on respect for each other and a deep love for 
Slippery Rock.”

Photos: top row from left, Old Main Street, Roxy Movie Theatre, Isaly’s Ice 
Cream (located where the Hair Studio is now). Second row, left to right: 
Peggy’s Eat Shoppe (located where the Marathon Gas Station is now),  

Apple Butter Inn, the Pizza House (located where Nico Luciano’s is now). Third 
row: left to right: Grove City Road, Roxy Movie Theatre at night, Rexall Drugs 
Pharmacy (located where the Nash Law Office and State Farm is now).
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Patrick Harvey, associate professor of criminology and criminal 
justice, can be spotted in the classroom wearing Buddy Holly glasses 
and a v-neck sweater. When the school day ends, though, he trades his 
preppy attire for jeans, black boots and a motorcycle helmet. He loves 
to crank open the throttle on his Harley and feel the wind on his face. 

The academic, who has loved motorcycles since age 11, keeps 
himself low to the ground these days on a 2009 Harley Davidson Police 
Interceptor bike.

“I don’t know if it’s the same for everyone, but riding gives me a sense 
of freedom and camaraderie,” Harvey said. “Biking has brought me in 
touch with all sorts of people: politicians, business owners and even 
criminals to be sure.”

Some Americans may see motorcycles as the most 
annoying vehicles on the road, but that hasn’t kept 
bikes from surging in popularity. According to the 
Federal Highway Administration, there were 8.4 million 
private and commercial motorcycles in the U.S. in 2014, 
compared to 8 million in 2009.

Pennsylvania, with 396,315 motorcycles, ranks 
fifth in the number of registered bikes, trailing only 
California, Florida, Ohio and Texas, according to 
Statistical Portal.

Harvey, who grew up in Dearborn, Michigan, 
first became interested in motorcycles when he 
learned about an older guy in the neighborhood who 
manufactured his own mini bikes.

“As I got older, the opportunity came along for me to 
own and ride a bike. I took advantage of it and rode the 
heck out it,” he said.

Harvey started out on Yamahas, including a YZ80 and 
125. In 2000, he bought a 1978 Harley Davidson Electra 
Glide. He sold it and bought the Harley Police Interceptor at auction. 

In riding mode, Harvey looks like a stereotypical biker. But there is 
nothing stereotypical about him. His range of outside interests is as 
wide as a sidecar. He collects tattoos (on himself), follows the bands 
Tool and Buckwheat Zydeco and studies Buddhism. He enjoys being a 
husband and father to a baby girl and is always working on his journey 
of self-discovery. 

Along the way, Harvey earned a bachelor’s degree in architecture and 
master’s degree in social work from the University of Michigan and a doctor 
of philosophy in criminology from Indiana University of Pennsylvania. He 
joined SRU in 2007 as a temporary instructor and is tenured.

Professionally, aside from teaching criminology, Harvey has worked 

as a social worker in Detroit, helped Native Americans in Montana and 
comforted the HIV positive in Hawaii.

“Juggling all my responsibilities is certainly a balancing act,” said 
Harvey, who serves as chair of the criminology and criminal justice 
department. “When things get to me, I can go spend five minutes on 
my bike. What other people might get out of taking prescription drugs, 
Xanax or something, I get out of riding. For me, just getting on the bike 
and throwing the engine helps me to decompress.”

Harvey said he favors riding on roads with less traffic, such as using 
Route 19 instead of Interstate 79, to motor his way to Erie. “It’s a better 
ride for me,” he said.

His longest road trip to date was to Coco Beach, 
Florida, a journey of more than 2,000 miles roundtrip 
from Slippery Rock. 

While riding, Harvey applies his academic precision 
to safety. “You have to pay attention; it’s not a time to 
kickback and listen to the radio,” he said.

On a motorcycle, loss of attention for even a few 
seconds may mean death. A fact brought home during a 
close call he had in Hawaii.

“It was a beautiful day. I was distracted for a 
millisecond and found myself on the other side of the 
road in some gravel,” he said. “It really gave me a quick 
reminder, that you can’t even for a minute turn your 
head and look at something else.”

Harvey applies his experiences as a biker when 
discussing concepts in his criminology courses. Knowing 
some motorcycle club members –  
“We never use the term gang,” he laughed – helps add 
authenticity to class discussions.

If you don’t notice his white Harley in the parking lot 
behind Weisenfluh Dining Hall, you might notice him because of his arm 
tattoos. He said they all tell a story about his past.

“People are always asking how many tattoos I have,” Harvey said, 
“I jokingly tell them I have one and it keeps getting bigger. I stopped 
counting. I probably have five or six cover ups, too.”

The body art helps to break down communication barriers between 
him and his students. “They are always asking about my ink. They are 
particularly interested if having tattoos will prejudice their job search,” 
he said. “I advise them to cover up the ink for interviews,” he said.

Harvey may have been born to be wild, but he’s also practical when 
it comes to his hobby. “I always wear a helmet. I’m a big fan of being as 
safe as possible,” he said. “I want to ride and teach another day.”

ʼ̓ʻ̒
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JUMPING
at the  
chance  
to do

RESEARCH
‘ribbiting’

“Amphibians are in a 
lot of trouble. Globally 
they are dying off 
faster than any other 
class of vertebrates. 
The processes that 
maintain health within 
all vertebrate animals, 
including humans, are 
very similar. The things 
that we determine are 
affecting these aquatic 
animals can be a signal 
of what could come to 
our own health.”

– Paul Falso,  
assistant professor of biology

It’s the circle of life, or rather, the linear path of farming.
Man grows crops. Pests snack on crops. Man tries to eliminate pests.
Simple enough, right? In the golden age of family-run farms it probably was. But in today’s world of 

corporate farming, things look a little different. Especially when it comes to dealing with those darn crop-
snacking pests.

Modern pesticides have helped make farming far more productive. Without them, the crop yield would 
be a fraction of what is possible, creating an incredibly difficult and expensive means of feeding the world’s 
growing population.

However, since pesticides are poisons, they also pose a health risk to humans, other animals and the 
environment. 

One Slippery Rock University researcher, Paul Falso, assistant professor of biology, is attempting to find 
out how those risks – including exposure through water runoff – influences the physiology of amphibians, 
specifically frogs.

“Amphibians are in a lot of trouble,” said Falso, “Globally they are dying off faster than any other class 
of vertebrates. The processes that maintain health within all vertebrate animals, including humans, are 
very similar. The things that we determine are affecting these aquatic animals can be a signal of what could 
come to our own health. 

“They are also extremely reliant upon both the terrestrial and aquatic parts of their habitat, so anything 
that happens on either side of that realm can affect the animal whether that’s consuming insects that have 
been exposed to these pesticides or living in waters that have been receptacles of pesticide runoff.”

The pesticide under scrutiny by Falso and his research assistant, Grascen Shidemantle, a junior biology 
major from Slippery Rock, is a neonicotinoid. Commercially available pesticides are composed of a mix 
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of the active ingredient and supposedly inactive formulation chemicals that are proprietary. Falso 
and Co.’s research focuses on the active ingredient – the neonicotinoid in this case – designed to be 
biologically active.

“The neonicotinoids were developed based on the chemical structure of nicotine because of its 
known insecticidal/anti-herbivore properties,” said Falso. “The specific compound in the neonicotinoid 
group that we are studying is imidacloprid. It is the most commonly used neonicotinoid and there is also 
evidence that it has been found as a contaminant of surface waters and therefore may have potential  
to affect aquatic wildlife and humans.”

While previous research has centered on levels significant enough to cause death of organisms,  
Falso and Shidemantle are targeting sub-lethal effects.

“Recorded levels in some streams have already surpassed what the EPA deems as safe,” said 
Shidemantle. “We’re looking at not what could kill an organism, but what can make it weaker, what can take 
it to the point that it can no longer defend itself and/or can no longer reproduce. Those things aren’t always 
taken into consideration when factoring how toxic a chemical agent is or is not.”

Assisting Falso and Shidemantle with their work is a group of eight “colleagues” better known around 
the lab as Xenopus laevis, or, the African clawed frog.

According to Falso, the species is an excellent model for scientific study because they can be easily 
bred and maintained in the laboratory, are commercially available year round and are not currently 
declining in numbers in the wild. 

“By employing African clawed frogs for our study, we can gain important insights into the effects of 
relevant environmental contaminants on the morphology and physiology of amphibians, while limiting 
the usage of sensitive or declining species to more refined experiments,” he said. “In addition, the results 
of this experiment will add to a body of knowledge on endocrine disruption and ecoimmunology in the 
Xenopus model.”

While that’s all well and good for the African clawed frog, you may be asking yourself, “What about 
western Pennsylvania’s native frogs such as Lithobates sylvaticus?” That’s the wood frog to you and me.

“We do have a grant to extend our studies into a native frog model and are planning to use wood 
frogs,” said Falso. “The application of the native frog will allow us to extend our lab studies to field 
work and also study more specific aspects of the physiology and sensitivity to contaminant exposure. 
Depending on the outcome of our current studies using the African clawed frog, we can direct 
subsequent studies on the native frog in a more refined manner.” 

For Shidemantle, the opportunity to work alongside Falso is tailor made.
“Taking part in this project really makes me feel like I have a purpose,” she said. “It’s about having the 

opportunity to make a difference not just in the lives of the amphibians, but other living creatures as 
well. Everything is interconnected. The continued and growing use of pesticides is a global situation and 
the more we know, the more we can do to protect wildlife, which can result in protecting ourselves.”

“ Taking part in this 
project really makes 
me feel like I have 
a purpose, It’s 
about having the 
opportunity to make 
a difference not 
just in the lives of 
the amphibians, but 
other living creatures 
as well. Everything is 
interconnected.”

– Grascen Shidemantle,
junior biology major
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Alumnus makes waves 
as Navy Seal



“ I was honored to serve 
our great nation and 
consider my experience 
at SRU to have been 
the basis that prepared 
me to serve. However, 
I was simply doing my 
job. My actions should 
not be portrayed as 
heroic.”

You can call Robert “Pete” Peterson many things – an accomplished 
swimmer, a solider, a husband, a father, a grandfather, a rancher 
and a proud alumnus of Slippery Rock University.
You can also call him a plank owner of the U.S. Navy’s SEAL Team 
Two, meaning he was one of the founding members of the sea, air 
and land special operations force.
But mostly, you can call him humble.

“I was honored to serve our great nation and consider my experience at SRU to have been the 
basis that prepared me to serve,” said Peterson. “However, I was simply doing my job. My actions 
should not be portrayed as heroic.”

Spoken like, well, a true hero. 
And considering the accolades bestowed upon Peterson, it’s hard to argue that he isn’t. The 

New Castle native’s dress uniform is adorned with:

•  A Bronze Star for heroic service in a combat zone;
•  A Silver Star for gallantry in action against an enemy of the United States;
•  A Purple Heart for being wounded by an instrument of war in the hands of the enemy;
•  A Vietnamese Cross of Gallantry, a military decoration of the former Government of South 

Vietnam, for recognition of deeds of valor or heroic conduct while in combat with the enemy;
•  A Defense Superior Service medal; 
•  A Defensive Meritorious Service medal; 
•  A Naval Commendation medal; 
•  A Joint Service Commendation medal; and
•  A Combat Action ribbon

Additionally, Peterson’s SEAL unit was the recipient of a Presidential Unit citation, awarded 
for extraordinary heroism in action against an armed enemy for their actions during the Vietnam 
War. To receive the citation, a unit must display such gallantry, determination and morale in 
accomplishing its mission under extremely difficult and hazardous conditions so as to set it apart 
from and above other units participating in the same campaign.

It’s an impressive list of honors, to say the least, for the former SRU All-American swimmer 
and four-year letter winner in track and field. That’s right, not only did he excel in the military, but 
he was pretty darn good while he was on campus too.

Like a duck to water
As a commuter student, Peterson was looking for something to keep him engaged beyond the 

classroom and turned to his childhood love of the water for that connection.
“As a kid, I always enjoyed swimming, the water and athletics,” said Peterson. “We’d hit up the 

swimming holes, the ponds, the rivers, whatever water was around. That kind of wide opening 
swimming makes you a more versatile person in the water rather than just being in a pool.”

Eventually, Peterson found his way to the pool at the local YMCA where his formal introduction 
to competitive swimming began. 

“All those years at the Y provided a good background for swimming competitively at SRU,” 
Peterson said. “Joining the team allowed me a way to have some kind of involvement – and a 
campus life – beyond driving back and forth to class.”

His involvement and versatility led to his being named as an All-American at the conclusion of 
his junior and senior years, being named a team captain and finishing as a national runner-up in 
the 50-yard freestyle and 400-yard freestyle relay.

“There were only one or two guys on the SRU swim team that had swam competitively in high 
school. A lot of us were guys that were discovered through aquatics class (by then coach Jim 
Egli) and tabbed to come out for the team. I guess you could say I was discovered,” Peterson said 
with a laugh.

His success in the collegiate pool would spill over to his military career following his departure 
from SRU as a member of the Class of ’61.
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(Photo above) Peterson 
receiving  the Silver Star and 
Purple Heart, May 7, 1969.

(Photo to the right) Seal 
Team Two participate in a 
ceremony to award them 
with nearly sixty medals, 
most of which were earned in 
combat in the Mekong Delta, 
Vietnam. (May 7, 1969).*

* Photo courtesy of the U.S. NAVY



Diving in
The son of a World War II veteran and nephew of two other veterans, the tales and influence 

of a military life loomed large in Peterson’s life. Service to one’s country seemed only natural 
upon receiving his University diploma.

“Hearing those stories from your elders as you’re growing up plays a big part in setting the 
table for a young man’s future,” Peterson said. “I had two uncles in the Navy, both served 

at, and survived the attack on, Pearl Harbor, so I think the Navy was something I was just 
attracted to from their experiences.”

So, putting aside his degree in physical education, Peterson joined the Navy to see the 
world. Upon his enlistment, Peterson was assigned to Officer Candidate School and while 
there, was approached by a recruiter for the water demolition team. Following a “rather 
simple swimming and calisthenics screening,” Peterson was offered a spot on the squad 
following his graduation from OCS.

“The SEALs were only a few months old when I completed officer training,” Peterson 
said. “They weren’t ‘established’ yet. I was one year removed from college and fresh out 
of training … it was the summer of ’62 and I was ordered directly to the SEALs.”

However, like other SEAL members at that time, Peterson didn’t really know what he 
had been recruited into.
“The term ‘SEAL’ was never mentioned when we were in training,” he said. “There was 

some secrecy about them and about the fact that they were being established. But the 
fact that they needed people was certainly known to the naval hierarchy, so they recruited 

particularly large training classes, which I was in, because they were training people, preparing 
them, for such a thing.

“No one asked me if I wanted to be a SEAL or told me I was going to be a SEAL. I was surprised 
when I got a set of orders at the completion of training to a SEAL team posed as an underwater 
demolition team. 

“(Being in a special operations team) was not what I thought I was going to do. I had, as a kid, 
seen some World War II movies about navy frogmen, and as a swimmer, as a water guy, that 
idea had gotten into my head. So, that’s what I thought I was going to do, what I wanted to do.”

Up to that point, naval frogmen had operated in preparing the 
beaches ahead of Marine landings, doing reconnaissance and 
removing obstacles – often with the use of explosives – before 
such landings took place. The SEAL assignment was something 
new and completely different than anything Peterson or the 
others had encountered before.

“I’m an adventurous kind of guy,” said Peterson, “so the idea of 
being something special appealed to me. In those days, I think the 
guys who had been a SEAL from the very beginning didn’t have a 
very clear idea of what they were going to do. 

“Those were the days when we were worried about world 
warfare, tensions between our country and Russia – the Cuban 
Missile Crisis – and things of that nature. As such, the government 
felt that a counterpart to the Army’s Green Berets was necessary.”

The inaugural SEAL teams were comprised of 20 officers and 
100 enlisted men, split into two units. SEAL Team One was based in Coronado, California, with 
SEAL Team Two, of which Peterson was a part, based in Little Creek, Virginia.

“In those early days, there wasn’t an established training program for us, so we were just 
using the same schools that the Marines and the Army offered, things like Survival, Ranger and 
Jungle Warfare schools to expand our abilities to do land warfare, commando operations and 
the like, in addition to our Navy training.

“We continued with the basic training of parachuting and demolitions and diving and we 
added the land warfare element, so that we became more familiar with weapons and with 
small unit tactics and practiced those kinds of land warfare skills that you would imagine a 
small unit would do … some night patrolling, night ambushing, land navigation and the like.  
We needed to learn how to transition quickly and efficiently from a water focus to nighttime 
land operations.”
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Seal Team 2 insignia (used during the 
Vietnam War).*

* Photo courtesy of the U.S. NAVY
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a few months old when 
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one year removed from 
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training … it was the 
summer of ’62 and I 
was ordered directly  
to the SEALs.”



“Your mission, should you choose to accept it ...”
At the conclusion of his training sessions, which lasted approximately seven months, the freshly 

minted naval officer was given his first “real SEAL job.” The only problem was, he didn’t know what it 
was until his boots hit the ground.

“No one had told us what we were supposed to be doing,” Peterson said. “We were told to pack our 
bags, take the airline tickets we’d been given and go to Washington, D.C. When we got there, the guys 
who met us were from the CIA and they transported us to Miami.”

Peterson and his eight team members would spend the next year in south Florida training Cuban 
exiles and refugees in the basics of naval combat, demolition and swimming. The latter were being 
prepared for possible covert operations in their native land as tensions mounted between the U.S. and 
Russia concerning that country’s ballistic missile deployment in Cuba.

 “We thought we were being sent off to an operation in South America,” Peterson said of the lost 
year in Miami. “We didn’t know where we were going or what we’d be doing.”

So how did the recent college graduate, newly christened naval officer and inaugural SEAL deal 
with such a whirlwind of activity and the unknown until it was “go time”?

“Those were things we simply adjusted to and learned about as it came along,” Peterson said. “It 
was part of the environment. You expected to be called on to do something on rather short notice 
and to make sure you always had your equipment ready and that you were always physically and 
emotionally prepared to do something that you’re maybe not sure where it’s going to be or when 
it’s going to be. You lived and operated being prepared for having your number called for anything 
at any moment.”

Mr. Peterson goes to Vietnam 
At the time Lyndon Johnson took over the American presidency following the death of John F. 

Kennedy, the U.S. involvement in the Vietnam War had been minimal. 
However, after becoming commander-in-chief, Johnson’s focus on “the battle against communism” 

began in earnest and a claim was to be staked in South Vietnam’s fight against North Vietnam.
As troop deployments increased dramatically – there were 16,000 U.S. military personnel on the 

ground in South Vietnam by November 1963 – the Navy’s newest faction was called into service and 
Peterson and his brethren were deployed to Southeast Asia.

It was the first of many assignments to Vietnam for Peterson. He would be in and out of the 
country, and combat, nearly a dozen times between 1964 and 1975.

“I was one of the early guys, so, it was an operational opportunity for us and we were excited 
about going there,” said Peterson. “Leading up to our going, we were more or less isolated and 
living in our own bubble.

“We associated with other SEALS, we lived in a community where it was mostly SEALs … those 
were our friends, we were busy with that, so the larger political turmoil about the war wasn’t really 
reaching us. 
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At the conclusion of his 
training sessions, which 
lasted approximately 
seven months, the 
freshly minted naval 
officer was given his 
first “real SEAL job.” 
The only problem was, 
he didn’t know what it 
was until his boots hit 
the ground.

Members of SEAL Team Two, Seventh Platoon, with 
their patrol dog, Rinny,at the Naval Patrol Boat Base in 
My Tho, Vietnam in the fall of 1967. Pete Peterson  
is third from left, back row.

(From left): Petty Officer Second Class Curtis Ashton 
is reenlisted by Pete Peterson during a SEAL operation 
near My Tho, Vietnam in the winter of 1967.
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“I was always surprised reading materials after the war about how intense the turmoil over 
the U.S. involvement truly was because that wasn’t foremost in our minds or something we were 
concerned about very much.

“At that time and in that environment, for us, it was purely a military process we were involved 
in and we were working hard to accomplish our mission.”

Peterson and the SEALs initial activities centered more on advisory roles to the South 
Vietnamese rather than participating in direct actions, that happened later as the push against the 
communist North escalated.

Returning from a night reconnaissance mission, Peterson led a small unit of six through slick 
terrain only to find himself trapped in a punji pit. Punji pits were narrow, vertical holes dug into the 
ground with sharpened sticks pointing at a downward angle. A solider stepping into the pit would 
find it nearly impossible to remove his leg without doing severe damage and thereby slowing the 
movement of the unit and possibly forcing the mission to be scrubbed in favor of medical evacuation.

“I was serving as the lead man, so I would have an immediate understanding of what our 
situation was,” said Peterson. “This way, I could tell my guys what I wanted done as opposed to 
somebody relaying information back to me and my orders back up front. We didn’t have all the 
high tech communication and surveillance equipment they do now, so we were doing what we 
could in close, cramped quarters deep in the jungle.

“We were in the pitch dark and there I went, legs into a pit and punji sticks into my legs. We were 
in the middle of the bush and I was stupid to let myself fall into that trap. We knew they were all 
over and I wasn’t paying attention for a minute and in I went.”

Being close enough to whisper to the man behind him of his situation, the pair – using limited 
resources – worked to dig Peterson out.

“Thankfully, it only took a few minutes to get me loose and continue on,” he said.

A friend for life
During a four-year stretch, 1967-71, Peterson and his SEAL team worked with a former 

Vietnamese naval officer, Nguyen Hoang Minh. Minh worked with the SEALs as an undercover 
intelligence source, point man, gunman and translator. He is believed to be the only Vietnamese 
civilian to have acted in this capacity with SEAL platoons during the war.

“Minh provided us with a clean, clear look at things that we couldn’t come up with ourselves,” 
said Peterson. “I couldn’t read all the signs of how people acted, how they dressed, how they 
spoke and what they might mean or whether it was normal behavior or not.

Pete Peterson, left, and Rick Woolard stand in front 
of a North Vietnamese war monument along Ben 
Tre canal in Vietnam. The former SEALs returned 
to the country for the first time in March 2015 to 
reunite with their former combat interpreter. 

(From left) Rick Woolard, Minh and Pete Peterson 
were recently reunitied in Vietnam. Minh (center, with a hat and painted face), poses with members of SEAL Team Two  

in My Tho in 1968. (Courtesy of Doc Riojas)



“He could ask a question and the way it was answered, allowed him to read into it. His ability to 
help us appreciate what we were facing was unequalled. It opened up the whole aspect of our being 
able to be very surgical and very specific and very exact in what we were doing. If not for him, we 
would have wasted a lot of time and resources over the years, not to mention endangering people 
because of uncertainty.”

Peterson’s SEAL team was one of a half dozen platoons in Vietnam, stationed in specific areas 
of the country. “We all had the same character, the same abilities, the same intelligence and the 
same equipment,” he said. “But my platoon had more success in finding and engaging the enemy 
successfully and coming back safe because of the distinctive contributions that Minh made. He was 
a part of the team … part of the platoon. He was one of us.

“Minh was with us right up until the last active SEAL team left Vietnam. Then, for reasons that I 
can’t put my finger on, which embarrass and shame me a bit, we didn’t have anything in place that 
said ‘The last guy there needs to pack Minh up and bring him home.’ So, he was just forgotten. By 
1975, when South Vietnam fell, we had lost all contact with him.”

In the years after the war, it became widely known among Minh’s countrymen that he had assisted 
the U.S. troops in their efforts. Despite the South’s battle against the North, Minh was shunned for 
the assistance he provided and spent decades in near poverty, unable to find steady work.

After decades of wondering what became of their former interpreter, a group of SEALs 
attempted to find Minh. When they discovered what had become of him and his family, a call went 
out to the entire SEAL community to provide financial assistance to their “brother” who was left 
behind some 40 years earlier.

The result was a windfall that allowed Peterson’s former platoon to not only have a new house 
built for Minh’s family, but also provide full tuition for his granddaughter’s college career.

“As a group, we started the process of trying to bring him to the U.S.,” Peterson said, “but for 
reasons I still don’t understand, we couldn’t get him the necessary visa. So, we simply began to 
send him money and more or less took over his income and his care. Essentially, I think, we ended 
up saving his life even though we couldn’t get him out of Vietnam. I think after all he did for us, we 
owed him that and it was past due.”

Members of that era’s SEAL Team Two, including Peterson, would eventually return to Vietnam 
to visit Minh’s family before bringing he and his wife stateside for a reunion with a full complement 
of SEALs.

The post-war era
After a 15-year stint as a SEAL, Peterson spent another 15 years as a naval attaché with stints 

in Israel, India and Chile. He retired from active duty in 1992 and began a five-year run as the 
deputy project director for the U.S. Antarctic Research Program. USAP compiles research by 
scientists selected from universities, various research institutions and other agencies of the 
U.S. government. The National Science Foundation funds and manages the program that sees 
approximately 3,000 Americans involved each year.

“In that part of the Antarctic, its primarily marine biology research, all the fauna in the ocean 
down there, some geophysical stuff, but primarily marine-based biology. We were there for four 
years and I got to involve myself, albeit peripherally, in some very interesting research. It was a 
very cool job … literally.” 

Following the conclusion of his time in the Antarctic, Peterson and his wife of 50 years, Karen – 
together the parents of one son and grandparents to two – have resided in Spicewood, Texas. 

“Nobody paid me to do anything after (Antarctica),” Peterson said with a laugh. “We joined a 
couple friends down here and raised Brangus cattle for about 10 years, that’s what you do in Texas. 
We did that for as long as we could stand the work and pay the price to be called cowboys.”

Since hanging up his rancher’s hat, life is finally a little slower for Peterson, but no less busy. 
“You have all this land and you have to keep it in a productive state if you’re not doing 

agricultural kinds of things like livestock,” he said. “The state gives you the option to manage your 
property so that the wildlife prospers, so I spend my days making sure the deer, quail and wild 
turkey are looked after, are being fed and have proper water and shelter.”

He may be a long time removed from active service, but even as a rancher, Peterson is still 
looking after his charges.

But then you should expect that. After all, it’s the Seal’s way and where recruits learn early, 
“You’ve only got three choices in life; Give up, give in or give it all you’ve got.”
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(From left) Erik Peterson (son) with his mother, 
Karen, and father, Pete Peterson.

(From left) Karen Peterson and the family  
dog Jai, with Peterson on the couple's ranch  
in Spicewood, Texas.
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AVI chefs infuse 
campus dining 
with culinary 
creations

a cut 
above
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For as long as there have been school 
cafeterias, there have been two types of 
students sitting in them – the “brown baggers” 
and the “hot lunchers.” 

If you were a brown bagger, you probably 
spent half your lunch period gazing with envy 
at the compartmentalized, plastic trays of 
the hot lunchers – with their pizza squares, 
applesauce and sporks – as you fumbled with 
a soggy tuna sandwich.

But on the campus of Slippery Rock 
University, Boozel Dining Hall is about as far 
from any “gymacafetorium” – old school, 
modern day or otherwise – as one can get. 
And you certainly won’t find any mass-
produced, sauce-laden cardboard with cheese 
or Swiss army knife-like plastic utensils.

What you will find however – courtesy 
of AVI Fresh, the University’s contract food 
service provider – are hand-pressed burgers, 

fresh-cut fries, pasta bars, international and 
gluten-free cuisine, fresh baked desserts and 
homemade soups.

“The number one thing that we hear, not 
only from students, but from the people we 
hire is, ‘This isn’t what we expected it to be,’ 
and they’re right, it’s a lot more,” said Joe 
Balaban, regional manager of dining services 
for AVI and former director of dining at SRU. 

Indeed it is. Not only does Boozel serve as 
the primary, on-campus student dining facility 
at SRU, but can also boast about its American 
School and University Magazine’s Educational 
Interiors Showcase Award in the food service 
category; and being named a “Dining Hall of 
Distinction” by University Business magazine.

If you’re getting the idea that you won’t find 
Lunchlady Dora slinging mystery meat at 
Bart and Lisa Simpson or more importantly, 
hungry SRU students, you’re right.

“I’ve seen it so many times, people don’t 
think that the plated options would be so great 
at a place like this,” Balaban said. “To have not 
only the students, but the different culinarians 
who we interview, come in and say, ‘I didn’t 
think I’d be able to get my hands on some of 
the stuff that I was able to get my hands on: 
the spices, produce and proteins…’ They kind 
of light up when they get here and see what 
we have and what we are. For a chef, our 
kitchen is a big playground.”

It’s the type of “playground” that attracts 
talented professionals, like Gary Febinger, 
executive chef of residential dining.

Febinger, who also lists higher education 
stints at Mount Union University and Hiram 
College on his resume, has served as Boozel’s 
top chef for the past four years. The culinary 
roots of the veteran chef, who has been with AVI 
for the last decade, stretch back even farther.
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“My grandparents opened a place back in 
the early 50s as an offshoot of their grocery 
story,” said Febinger. “It was the first Italian 
restaurant in their area of Youngstown 
(Ohio). It was successful for a very long 
time until the chain restaurants started 
popping up and pulling people in 
different directions.

“But that’s how I came up in 
the business … growing up 
in a restaurant. I was very, 
very comfortable in a 
kitchen setting. Once my 
grandfather passed away, 
my dad took over and kept 
things going until it closed for 
good in 1989.

“I remember being by his side, 
helping pull the broiler out and 
watching him run the back of house. 
I don’t remember much else about my 
childhood, but I remember those little 
moments … being in the restaurant.”

With such an early indoctrination to the 
culinary arts, and one that made for such 
vivid memories, following in the footsteps 
of his grandfather and father would have 
seemed like a natural path for the high 
school-aged Febinger. 

“Nope. I was very much undecided what 
I wanted to do with my life at that time,” 
Febinger said. “I entered college at 20 as a 
non-traditional student and had decided on 
dietetics as a major. While I was doing that, I 
had picked up a job at an Italian steakhouse 
and, in my mind, things progressed faster in 
the kitchen than they did in the classroom.”

Febinger, who by this time had more than just 
the mouths of his diners to feed with the birth 
of his first child, chose a toque blanche over 
a book bag. It didn’t take long for his decision 
to start paying dividends. Three months 
into his stint at Boardman, Ohio’s Boathouse 
restaurant, he was elevated to sous chef.

“Now that I look back it, it was kind of a 
natural thing that happened,” said Febinger. “I 
worked under a great executive chef, Ronny 
George, and that was the best education I 

could have received. He taught me how to 
be a chef, but also allowed me the room to 

tweak things and create my own style. 
“I always regretted not going to 
culinary school, but there was 

never an avenue for me to take 
to get there. It was already 

too late in the game for me, 
having a young family and 
all that, but I wouldn’t trade 

how I got my education for 
anything. Instead of being 

in a classroom kitchen, I was 

hands-on learning and smart enough to know 
that that was my schooling – and I was getting 
paid to do it.”

The only culinary school that ever held 
any interest for Febinger was, and still is, 
the Culinary Institute of America. Founded in 
1946, the CIA is the world’s premier culinary 
college and has produced such notable chefs as 
Anthony Bourdain, Cat Cora and Michael Symon.

“I don’t feel like I missed anything by not 
attending culinary school,” Febinger said, “but 
honestly, if I hit the lottery, I would probably 
take a course just to experience it.”

One Boozel chef whose experience is unlike 
that of his counterparts is Scott Hollis. Hollis, 
Boozel’s executive sous chef, has spent the 
past 30 years of his life in a kitchen, including 
two decades working in galley kitchens of the 
U.S. Navy and reserves.

The native of Liberty Township, Ohio 
launched his career as a bus boy and 
dishwasher at the age of 15, working his way 
up the kitchen ladder until graduating from 
high school and heading out to sea.

Upon the conclusion of his active service, 
Hollis earned an associates degree at a culinary 
school in Norfolk, Virginia before returning to 
Ohio and career stops at various restaurants, 
country clubs and healthcare facilities. 

“The thing that I enjoy most about working 
at a large scale operation like SRU is the 
opportunity for direct interaction with the 
customer,” said Hollis. “I like to hear feedback, 
good or bad. After all, we’re in a customer 
service driven field and to speak directly with 

Portion control
Have you ever wondered how many hamburgers get flipped at Boozel Dining Hall 

during an academic year? The number is staggering – as are some of the other food 
figures provided by AVI Fresh for the 2015-16 academic year. Take a gander.

Items listed are some of the more popular “large volume” options on campus. Each 
of the items listed are either handmade in house or a fresh product used in a recipe.

◆  Hand pressed hamburgers: 69,820 (Boozel)
◆  Grilled cheese sandwiches: 59,000 (Boozel)
◆  Omelets: 68,000 (Boozel)
◆  Handmade meatballs: 19,200 (Rocky’s)
◆  Breadsticks: 31,548 (Rocky’s)
◆  Avocados (for guacamole): 3,264 (Rocky’s)
◆  Fresh chicken breast: 31,880 pounds (All dining locations)
◆  Fresh ground peanut butter: 238 pounds (Boozel)
◆  Freshly baked cookies: 108,916 (All dining locations)

“I like  
to hear 

 feedback, good  
or bad. After all,  

we’re in a customer  
service driven field and  

to speak directly with those  
that you serve – learn their likes 

and dislikes – can only serve  
to make our operation  

even better than it  
already is.”

– Scott Hollis, 
executive  
sous chef
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those that you serve – learn their likes and 
dislikes – can only serve to make our operation 
even better than it already is.”

One way that AVI looks to better their 
operation is by keeping their chefs imaginations 
“fresh” through contests such as the “Platinum 
Chef” competition. The event, now in its 15th 
year, is staged twice each academic year during 
the fall and spring semesters. 

The chefs are each assigned a station – 
fusions, pastas, grill and bakery – and given 
a secret ingredient with the aim of creating a 
dish that will be declared superior to that of its 
rivals by a panel of judges – including University 
faculty, staff and local dignitaries from organ-
iza   tions such as the chamber of commerce – 
and, most importantly, SRU students.

“The point is to give them something 
difficult to work with and have them turn it into 
something that looks and tastes amazing,” said 
Balaban. “We’ve had them work with prickly 
pears, star fruit, kumquats, espresso beans, 
plantains … just about anything off-the-wall 
crazy we can think of.

“When they start doing their entrées, it’s up 
to them where their creativity takes them. You 
might end up with a turkey burger with prickly 
pear sauce on it or, as we had last year, a 
plantain buffalo mac and cheese. If you’ve ever 
had a plantain before, they really taste like dirt. 
But it’s figuring out how to utilize that product 
and turn it into something more than what it 
really is while still having it incorporated and 
taste good that’s the goal.”

Dishes are based on flavor, presentation, 
creativity, utilization of the product and 
timeliness, as the chefs must deliver their 
creation to the judges at the conclusion of 
a 90-minute window. In addition, each chef 
plates their dish for that evening’s dinner 
service so that students may also sample and 
voice their opinion.

“Typically, we’ll end up hearing from about 
1,500 students each time we run the contest,” 
Balaban said. “The chefs take great care in 
guarding their dishes during their prep time 
so the others don’t see what they have going 
on, the students like to offer their real time 
opinions during service and the judges are very 
focused on the details of each dish. Everyone 
really gets into it.”

The chef with the best dish receives a small 
assortment of SRU apparel and gift cards for 
their efforts as well kitchen bragging rights – 
by far, the best prize of all. 

“It’s comical to watch them and to watch it 
all play out, especially after a champion has 
been crowned,” Balaban said. “They get pretty 
intense with each other sometimes, and they’ll 
rub it into each other’s faces afterwards so 
that’s awesome. It’s good natured fun and 
keeps the creativity flowing.”

For Emily Andrews, a sous chef/production 
manager, another creative outlet stems from 
the daily interaction with students.

“Being able to speak to (the students) 
face-to-face is definitely the best part about 
working here,” said Andrews, who is now in 
her second year on the SRU campus. 

“Having that interaction with them and 
getting to know them is, I feel, a real key to our 
success. We want them to feel comfortable 
in approaching us and asking for what they 
want or need and provide us with ideas to help 
make their dining experience the best it can be. 
We may not always be able to accommodate 
everything that’s asked of us, but we won’t 
know that until they tell us.”

According to Balaban, in addition to the 
chef’s daily interactions with diners, AVI 
management also conducts focus groups 
with students, visiting each residence 
hall twice each year to collect 
feedback. 

“That talk back we receive 
is very important and can 
allow us to better tailor the 
dining experience to our 
customers,” said Balaban. 
“For example, there was a 
big outcry for more home-
style options. That led to a 
mac and cheese bar, a mashed 
potato bar and a dip bar with buffalo 
chicken, spinach, artichoke and sweet 
(M&M, cookie dough) options which went 
over really well and switched things up a 
little.”

Unfortunately, AVI’s give does come with a 
little take. For example, one staple of almost 
every college student’s diet presents a 
production nightmare for the chef’s at Boozel 
– chicken tenders.

“It’s one of the biggest questions we’re 
asked every year,” said Balaban. “‘Why can’t 
we have chicken tenders all the time?’” If we 

didn’t care, it would be easy to just rip open a 
bag, throw them in the fryer and put a pan full 
out on the line, but that’s not what we do.

“When we do chicken tenders, they are 
hand cut, hand breaded, hand fried and then 
they go out on the line. We don’t do processed 
foods. It’s just not what we do as a company 
or as a program on this campus.”

That commitment to excellence isn’t just a 
company edict. It’s something that Febinger 
and Co. takes very personally.

“The single most important aspect for me 
in this environment is servicing the students,” 
he said. “So I look at it this way: the ‘kids’ are 
up in their bedrooms and they’re coming 
down the kitchen and I’m the dad. That’s a big 
responsibility.

“We want them to have variety, we want 
it to wholesome, we want it to be healthy 
and we want them to be happy. At the end of 
the day, we always want to make sure that 

there’s a good menu mix and when they 
‘come downstairs to the kitchen,’ that 

there’s going to be something here for 
them … something they’re looking 

forward to.” 

“We want  
them to have  

variety, we want it  
to wholesome, we  

want it to be healthy  
and we want them  

to be happy."
– Joe Balaban,  

regional manager  
of dining  
services
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1940s
Melvin Klein, ’49, has completed his 
67th year as an educator. He is an 
adjunct lecturer in the College of 
Education at St. Peter’s University in 
Jersey City, New Jersey.

1950s
Janet Ullery Lynam, ’50, recently 
visited Shirley Pierce Miller, ’50, in 
Laurinburg, South Carolina. The two 
have remained friends since meeting 
at North Hall in 1946. Lynam, who is 88 
years old, is still driving, mowing her 
own grass and shoveling snow.

John Coefield, ’52, and Eileen (Shank) 
Coefield, ’52, recently celebrated their 
62nd anniversary. The duo’s teaching 
and coaching careers have taken them 
to Arizona, California, Oregon and 
Pakistan.

1960s
Judith Currie Kerr, ’63, has retired after 
a 44-year career as a teacher and 
School to Work transition coordinator 
with the Laurel School District, New 
Castle, Pennsylvania. Kerr has recently 
accepted a position with Vocational and 
Psychological Services of Lawrence 
County. ●
A reunion of the SRU Class of 1965 
recently took place in Florida. The theme 
of the event was “laughter and sun-
shine.” Pictured from left are: Lona Lesh, 
’65, Marian Sutter, ’65, Linda Gilson 
Cooper, ’65, and Carol McMahon, ’65. 

Carol Miller Gamble, ’65, a former 
health and physical education teacher 
at Langley High School for 35 years, 
was recently inducted into the 
Pittsburgh Circle Track Racing and 
Lernerville Speedway halls of fame. 
She was a scorer at Lernerville, North 
Hills Raceway, Tri-City and Pittsburgh’s 
Pennsylvania Motor Speedway as well 
as serving as Lernerville’s publicity 
director for 25 years; in charge of pit 
sign-in; and initiated a Kid’s Club and 
“Sponsor Nights”. She was a columnist 
for Speedway Programs, Tri-State 
Auto Racing News, RPM Magazine and 

the Butler Eagle. Gamble was the first 
woman to host a local auto racing 
program, “Trackside with Jack Seckel” 
on WIXZ Radio and was a race-car 
owner from 1970 to 1984. ●

1970s
Dennis F. Sciullo, ’73, recently retired 
from the Broward County (Florida) 
Public School System where he served 
as an educator and school principal for 
the past 43 years. He and his wife are 
looking forward to an active retirement. 

Lucy “Graham” Flynn, ’75, recently 
retired from Beaver High School 
after 31 years as a physical education 
teacher. She and her husband, David, 
will be enjoying spending time with their 
five granddaughters. ●

1980s
Roger Spotts, ’81, received the 
Keystone Award from the Pennsylvania 
Association of Environmental 
Educators at its annual conference. 
The award recognizes educators 
who have dedicated their life to 
advancing the quality and opportunity 
for environmental education in the 
Commonwealth. Since 1983, Spotts 
has been the environmental education 
coordinator at the Monroe County 
Conservation District’s Environmental 
Education Center. 

Roberta Greene, ’82, recently retired 
as superintendent of Washingtonville 
School District in Orange County, New 
York. Greene, who served 32 years in the 
New York State Public School System, 
spent time as a: teacher, coach, athletic 
director, assistant superintendent and 
superintendent. Currently, she is working 
as the executive director of the Mid-
Hudson School Study Council, a nonprofit 
organization that represents regions of 
the Hudson Valley in educational policy 
and staff development.

Jeffrey Blair, ’85, was recently 
promoted to president and CEO/
CFO of Greenville Savings Bank. He 
previously served as the vice president 
of finance and compliance. Blair and 
his wife, Suzanne, reside in Greenville, 
Pennsylvania and have six children.

Joe Finney, ’86, is CEO of Environmental 
Pest Service, recently ranked as one of 
the 20 largest pest control companies 
in the U.S. by Pest Control Technology 
magazine. Under his leadership, the 

Sarasota, Florida-based company has 
expanded into north Florida, Georgia 
and North Carolina, becoming one 
of the fastest-growing pest control 
companies in the country. In 2015, 
Finney received the Slippery Rock 
University Distinguished Alumni Award. 

1990s
Rona Corbin Smeak, ’90, recently 
earned a doctorate from Indiana 
University of Pennsylvania and has 
accepted a position as an assistant 
professor in SRU’s safety management 
program. She had worked as a safety 
and health professional in a variety of 
industries for the past 26 years.

Rich Mehrenberg, ’93, was recently 
promoted to associate professor of 
early, middle and exceptional education 
at Millersville University of Pennsylvania.

Michael Trillizio, ’97, was recently 
promoted to director of community 
support services at Gateway 
Longview, a nonprofit that provides 
behavioral health and community-
based services, residential treatment 
and special education programs in 
Western New York. In his new role, 
Trillizio is responsible for overseeing 
and supporting nearly 50 clinical and 
non-clinical caseworkers across three 
program areas. ●
Robert Yates, ’97, was elected by 
the voters of the Pennsylvania 3rd 
congressional district as a delegate to 
the 2016 Republican National Convention. 
Yates is also a regional chairman in 
the Erie County Republican party and 
programming coordinator for the Erie 
Torch Club. He recently completed 
a four-year stretch as the volunteer 
coordinator for the Erie Philharmonic 
and nine years as a site coordinator for 
International Coastal Cleanup. 

Diane Gardner, ’98, received the 
certified financial planner designation 
in May 2016. Gardner is employed at 
LPL Financial in Hermitage, where she 
assists clients with retire ment, estate 
planning and wealth manage ment. She 
was a 2016 Mercer/Lawrence County 
ATHENA award Nominee. ●

2000s
Brian Connors, ’00, an economic 
development official for the city of 
Springfield, Massachusetts, was 
recently awarded the Partners in 
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Progress award by DevelopSpringfield 
for outstanding contributions to the 
revitalization of Springfield. ●
Carry Gerber, ’00, ’03, was honored 
at the Lehigh Valley Business’ 2016 
Forty Under 40 Awards, celebrating 
40 of the Greater Lehigh Valley‘s most 
accomplished young businessmen and 
women who have been making headlines 
in their field and share a commitment 
to business growth, professional 
excellence and the community. 

Danielle Sherosky Housenick, ’01, 
received a master’s degree in English 
from Arkansas Tech University in May 
2016. Housenick and her husband, 
Christopher Housenick, ’99, and their 
two daughters reside in Russellville, 
Arkansas. She works as a manager of 
public relations at MarketResearch.
com and volunteers with Girl Scouts 
of America and the Junior Auxiliary of 
Russellville. ●
Shouvik Nag, ’03, recently relocated 
from Delhi, India, to Dubai, United Arab 
Emirates, to begin a new position as 
a senior associate for Salwan Media 
Ventures. 

Rosie Trump, ’03, presented “Fill In 
The Blank” at the Sugar Space Arts 
Warehouse in Salt Lake City, Utah, in May 
2016. The work explored the domestic, 
professional and political pressure 
surrounding the contemporary woman. 

Sunbury, Ohio Mayor Tommy Hatfield, 
as part of National Athletic Trainers 
Month, recently presented Lori Siegel, 
‘04, with a proclamation recognizing 
her efforts as an athletic trainer. 
Siegel, who is employed by Nationwide 
Children’s Hospital in the sports 
medicine department, also serves as 
an athletic trainer at Sunbury’s Big 
Walnut middle and high schools.

Richard Graham, ’07, recently earned 
a master’s degree in educational 
leadership from Temple University, 
where he is the associate director of 
enrollment management & marketing 
in the College of Education. 

Joshua Hindman, ’07, ’09, was recently 
named as the facility director for 
ProCare Physical Therapy in Grove 
City, Pennsylvania. Hindman will also 
serve as a physical therapist utilizing his 
experiences in a variety of clinical areas 
including: sports medicine, pediatrics, 
aquatic therapy and orthopedics. 

ProCare is located at the Grove City 
YMCA and is a privately owned physical 
therapy company with 22 locations 
throughout Pennsylvania and Virginia. 

Tamara Whiting, ’03, has collaborated 
with Global Links to found the 
nonprofit, SisterFriend, providing 
feminine care products to homeless 
women throughout the Pittsburgh 
area. Whiting is a national sales 
director at Visit Pittsburgh and a 
member of the Junior League and 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. ●
Anthony Williams, ’08, a former SRU 
baseball player, earned his 100th 
career victory as the head baseball 
coach at the University of Pittsburgh 
at Greensburg, April 16, 2016. Williams 
has spent the past five seasons 
leading the Bobcats. ●
Cody Bauman, ’09, James Douglas 
Goetz, ’09, Catherine (Katie) 
Sismour, ’11, three SRU alumni living 
and working in McMurdo Station, 
Antarctica. Just shows you how far a 
degree from SRU can take you! ●

2010s
Jackie Freeman, ’10, has joined the 
staff of Orphan Girl Productions in 
Butte, Montana, as artistic director. 
She will be responsible for directing 
four of the six plays in OGP‘s season, 
including: “The Little Mermaid” and 
“Charlotte‘s Web”. 

Marquel “Mars” Jackson, ’11, has 
become the first hip-hop artist to sign 
a record contract with Misra Records. 
Jackson’s debut on the Misra label is 
entitled “Unemployed Faith” and was 
released in August. Jackson said the 
compilation is a chronicle of a recent 
rough patch in his life and deals with 
“personal, local and relatable issues.”  

SayQuan Scott-Mitchell, ’11, has 
launched a youth sports league 
franchise, i9 Sports, for boys and 
girls, ages 3-14, in Harrisburg, 
Pennsylvania. The company hosted 
its inaugural flag football, soccer and 
baseball leagues in April 2016. The 
company plans to add basketball to 
its lineup in the fall. Scott, a former 
SRU football running back (2008-
2009), launched the franchise in 
December 2015 after visiting the 
Florida-based headquarters of  
i9 Sports.

Brian Sullivan, ’12, was named Frederick 
County (Virginia) Public Schools’ 2017 
“Teacher of the Year” during the schools 
annual convocation program Aug. 10. 
Sullivan is entering his fifth year as a 
teacher at James Wood. 

Lawyer Johnson, ’13, was named  
the Sycamore Park (Culpeper, 
Virginia) Elementary School “Teacher 
of the Year.”

Nathaniel Kapaldo, ’13, recently received 
the Dr. Jack Walther Leadership 
Award from the Western Veterinary 
Conference. The award, named for 
the former president of the American 
Veterinary Medical Association, 
recognizes veterinary student leaders 
with a $1,000 award. Kapaldo was 
chosen based on his accomplishments, 
scholarship excellence and potential. 
He is a third-year veterinary student 
in the Kansas State University College 
of Veterinary Medicine and serves as a 
medical service officer in the U.S. Army 
Reserves.

Courtney Moats, ’14, was recently 
promoted to communications 
coordinator for global product 
development at General Motors. In 
her new role, Moats supports brand 
communications for the Chevrolet 
Volt, Malibu and Sonic.

Brenda Gruber, ’15, staged “American 
Flags Done in Denim” May 14-June 24 
at the Sans Moco Gallery in Greenville, 
Pennsylvania. The exhibit featured 
more than 25 flags created from up-
cycled denim jeans. Each flag featured 
different combinations of processes 
including: dye, paint, bleach, torn and 
sewn. 

Weddings
Megan Graham, ’12, and Seth Hake, ’12, 
married Oct. 17, 2015 in Monroeville, 
Pennsylvania. The couple resides in 
Pittsburgh. ●
Michael Reiber, ’76, and Michele Rankin 
were married April 9, 2016 at Ono 
United Methodist Church in Jonestown, 
Pennsylvania. ●
Emily Schneider, ’14, and Nick 
McCowin, ’12, married Aug. 13, 2016.

Sarah Webberking, ’01, married 
Kyle Gross, ’00, Oct. 17, 2015 at New 
Hope Evangelical Lutheran Church 
in Economy Borough. SRU alumni in 
the wedding party included: Megan 
Webberking, ’04, maid of honor, and 
Mark Colantonio, ’00, groomsman. ●

Births 

Brad Hall, ’08, and Michelle Hall, ’08, 
welcomed their son, Isaac, born May 7, 
2015. He weighed 13 lbs, 10 oz. ●
Ed Hudak, ’08, and Lindsey Hudak, 
’09, welcomed their son, Brooks, born 
March 29, 2016.  He weighed 6 lbs, 
10 oz. ●
Michael Sherman, ’12, and Tiffany 
Sherman, ’13 welcomed their son, 
Carter, born June 15, 2016. Carter is 
pictured with his brother Colt. ●

In Memory
Caroline (Williams) Suesse, ’41 
Beulah Margaret (Longacre) Kline, ’43 
Marjorie (Bell) Kiester ’43 
Marie Wheaton, ’47 
Analee (Altman) Fitzgibbons, ’49 
Melvin Burton Clearwater, ’50 
Patricia (Walker) Joyce, ’50 
Paul Hawkins, ’50 
Thelma (Glatz) Strosser, ’52 
Harold Reyburn Grove, ’54 
Anna (Lefes) Topougis, ’54 
John Waltman, ’56 
Anthony Monteleone Sr., ’58 
Kenneth Katusin, ’60 
Paul Mershimer, ’60 
David Barnes, ’61 
Elaine (Kreisberg) McPeak, ’62 
Thomasina (Scalise) Leafgren, ’62 
John Kineston, ’62 
Nicholas Tomich, ’63 
John Reiter, ’64 
Edward Campbell, ’66 
James Sprandle, ’66 
Bonnie (Cass) Hooks, ’67 
Patricia Koehler, ’67 
John Wimer, ’69 
Eugenia Sue Scott, ’69 
Thomas Edward Antus, ’70 
Gloria Whipkey (Stevenson), ’70 
Paul Bruno, ’70 
Stanley Cieplinski, ’71 
Lucy (Hetrick) Dollar, ’71 
Mary Katharine (Boss) Stieman, ’71 
Laura (Westerman) Yandora, ’71 
Jean Driscoll, ’72 
Carol (David) Carson, ’73 
James Draper, ’74 
Patricia Collins, ’75 
Joseph James Nosko, ’77 
Peter Oesterling Sr., ’78 
Gloria Rose Heemer, ’79 
Martha Nance McLachlan, ’79 
Cathy Elaine (Harpham) Tompkins, ’79 
Patrick Gerard Flynn, ’80 
Lela Ann Moody, ’80 
Michael Vehec, ’81 
Susan (Porupski) Jubinsky, ’81 
Kathy Ann Adelsberger, ’82 
Rosetta Cumo, ’82 
Rebecca (Fleming) Congdon, ’82 
William Patrick Goff , ’86 
June (Leahy) Furda, ’86 
Sheri Ann (Thomas) Noah, ’87 
Michael Bolt, ’91 
Timothy John Sivack, ’92 
Jane Susan (Leight) Baron, ’92 
Denise Renee (Campbell) Woodard, ’94 
Cynthia (Freeman) Byrnes, ’96 
Nicole Ann McPherson, ’97 
Jennifer (Wade) Spinelli, ’00 
Ralph D’Antonio Jr., 03 
Stacey Nicole Reynolds, ’07 
Justin Busko, ’09 
Kristine (Stevenson) Bartman, ’10 
Lauren Krofcheck, ’10 
Garrett Birkmire, ’12 
Brent Hooks, ’14 
 
Norma Dee Brydon (retired staff)  
Campbell Snowberger (retired faculty) 
Fred Webb (retired faculty) 
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As the daughter of Ukrainian immigrants Orysia and William Hladio, Patty 
Hladio was taught from a young age that knowledge is something that can never 

be taken away.
“My mother, a World War II child refugee, immigrated to the U.S. in 1949,” 

Hladio said. “Before arriving at Ellis Island, my mother and her family struggled for 
nearly five years to survive as they traveled through war-torn countries and lived in 

displaced persons camps.”
Hladio’s mother tells her that throughout this difficult time, her father - Hladio’s 

grandfather - would say, “No one can take what you have in your head.” 
“My grandfather’s words had a significant impact on both my mother and me,” Hladio said.

After arriving at Ellis Island, Hladio’s mother and family were sent to live and work on a 
farm in Texas. Before long, they moved again, this time to western Pennsylvania, to join the 
area’s large Ukrainian-American community. It was here that her parents met.

“Shortly after her high school graduation, my mother married my father and began 
to raise six children but she never lost her thirst for learning,” Hladio said. 

Hladio, who grew up in Ambridge, a Pittsburgh suburb, said that both her 
mother and her father were tremendous influences on her. Although 
neither attended college after high school, both stressed the importance 
of a college education to their children. 

“My father is amazing with numbers but didn’t have the opportunity 
to attend college,” Hladio said. “He graduated from high school and, 
before marrying my mother, served in the Army. I always imagined 
if he had gone to college, he would have been a math or accounting 
major. He worked as a mailman and often held a second and 
sometimes a third job in order to provide for our needs.

“My mother’s energy and passion for education was astonishing. 
At age 35, she started college and graduated with honors in four 
years with degrees in elementary and special education. All of 
this took place in the 1970s while she was a wife and incredible 
mother to six children ranging in age from 5 to 15. She somehow 
managed to see us off to school each morning, take her 
classes, and be back at home before we returned,” Hladio said. 

Hladio was the third of her parents’ six children to graduate 
from college. She received her undergraduate degree in 
psychology and Spanish from Allegheny College. She 
later earned her master’s degree in human relations and 
business from Amberton University in Texas. 

“I never doubted for a minute that I would graduate 
from college and this is due to my parents’ guidance 
and support,” Hladio said.

When Hladio retired two years ago from her 
position as director of financial aid at Slippery Rock 
University, colleagues paid tribute to her by starting 
the Patty Hladio Scholarship. 

“It was an incredible honor to have colleagues, 
friends and family give to a scholarship in my 
name. From the moment I started working 

“ My parents taught us that education, faith and hard 
work are the foundation of a well-lived life. I want  
to help others achieve the dream of an education.  
In today’s world, it is difficult for families to afford 
the costs for college, even at public institutions.  
I saw first-hand what families were up against when 
I worked as a financial aid director.” 

– Patty Hladio 

AmericanDream
PARENTS’

INSPIRES DAUGHTER
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at SRU, I was overwhelmed by the community. The support and 
inspiration that I saw at the University was remarkable,” Hladio said.

Hladio recently made a multi-year pledge to endow the scholarship, 
which supports first-generation college students with financial need.

“I don’t see that I ‘give,’ but that I ‘give back,’” Hladio said. “My 
parents and grandparents are fairly recent immigrants to the U.S., and 
we have lived the American dream.

“It amazes me to think of how far my family has come. My mother 
was just seven years old when she and her family left their home 
in Western Ukraine,” Hladio said. “They chose to leave because the 
fighting between the Russians and the Germans came to their village. 
My mother remembers being swept up in a ‘sea of humanity’, as 
thousands of others were also fleeing the fighting. 

“My father is also Ukrainian. His parents emigrated from Ukraine 
in the early 1900s, looking for a better life in America. My father was 
born during the Great Depression.

“My parents were extremely proud when each of my five siblings 
and I earned our degrees and moved on to our professional careers. We 
have two teachers, a priest, a judge, a writer and a financial aid director 
in the family. To this day, my parents beam with happiness and pride 
when they attend the graduations of their 18 grandchildren,” she said.

“My parents taught us that education, faith and hard work are the 
foundation of a well-lived life. I want to help others achieve the dream 
of an education. In today’s world, it is difficult for families to afford 
the costs for college, even at public institutions. I saw first-hand what 
families were up against when I worked as a financial aid director,” 
Hladio said. 

Although Hladio received her degrees at 
other institutions, she chose SRU 

Dream
INSPIRES DAUGHTER

for scholarship support because she advocates for public education.
“Having worked many years in private higher education, I always  

heard people say how much better private education is,” she said.  
“When I got to SRU, I saw how many opportunities our students have  
and that the education is first class. We have amazing faculty and staff. 
We have a great support system. People care about students and want 
them to succeed.

“Opportunities abound for students at SRU. There are travel 
opportunities, internship opportunities, leadership opportunities, and I have 
found that the Unviersity has resources that are not available at many 
small private colleges. From the beginning, this has been one of the reasons 
that I’ve been impressed by the SRU experience.”

The Patty Hladio Scholarship was designed to help students who may not 
be able to finance the SRU experience on their own. 

“There are many middle class families out there who do not qualify for 
much financial aid yet do not have incomes that allow them to reasonably 
afford tuition,” said Hladio.

“I am extraordinarily lucky that I had my parents – William and Orysia 
Hladio - to guide me, and also that I received scholarships, grants and 
loans while attending college at a time when tuition was more affordable 
than it is today. My mother, siblings and I would not have been able to 
attend college without that financial aid.”  

Hladio, through her support of a scholarship for first generation college 
students, chose an extraordinary way to thank her parents for their 
guidance and their belief in education.

(Photos, clockwise)

Patty Hladio’s ancestors, 
including her mother (second 
from left), emigrated from 
Ukraine to the U.S. in 1949.

Patty Hladio with her 
parents Orysla and 
William Hladio at 
her graduation from 
Allegheny College.

Patty Hladio with her 
companion Josie,  
a service dog, at a  
SRU Commencement.

Patty Hladio, SRU’s retired 
director of financial aid, and 
her family gathers for a 
family portrait at a wedding.



Just as ripples spread out when a single pebble 
is dropped into the water, the actions of individuals 

can have far-reaching effects. 
– Dalai Lama

Society
Madelin Clements likes to make ripples. 

The power of making a positive difference is a life philosophy she learned from her parents and 
experienced first-hand during her time as a student at then Slippery Rock State Teachers College.

“We are what we experience and how we are influenced by those in our life. I‘ve always strived to 
be a teacher in any circumstance and apply what talents and skills I may have to new situations and 
experiences,” she said. “I try to help others to succeed, contribute and work through problem times. 
My parents did that and were my first teachers. Not to sound trite, but I hope I am a positive product 
of that upbringing.”

She certainly is.
Clements, a 1956 SRSTC graduate, remembers fondly the positive experience she had while 

at Slippery Rock and the incredible support of the faculty in helping her to achieve her dream of 
becoming a teacher.

Those pebbles of caring, understanding and encouragement tossed in her life some 60 years ago 
have had an incredible rippling effect.

Clements, a retired teacher, makes a gift each year to provide an 
education major with a scholarship. To ensure the award will exist in 
perpetuity, she recently made a provision in her will to permanently endow 
the “Madelin Booth Clements Elementary Education Scholarship.”

In recognition of her foresight and generosity, Clements was named a 
member of The 1889 Society; an exclusive group of alumni and friends 
that have included SRU in their estate plans.

“The 1889 Society celebrates members’ commitment to the University’s 
future All members of The 1889 Society have designated SRU as the 
beneficiary of a planned gift, either through a will provision, a charitable 

gift annuity, a life insurance policy or another planned giving option,” said Amy Bersett, associate 
director of development for the SRU Foundation

“A planned gift, often via a will or a living trust, enables donors like Madelin Clements to leave a 
legacy and accomplish personal financial goals,” Bersett said. “Gift plans of all sizes are welcome. 
Everyone can be a part of planning for the continuation of a healthy and vibrant University. 
Membership in The 1889 Society is our way of honoring these donors for taking the time to set up 
a planned gift and for demonstrating their high regard for the value of a Slippery Rock University 
education.”

Clockwise, starting at top: Jodie Hensel, SRU 
Foundation staff, and Professor Emeritus Carolyn 

Rizza; Maggie Headland, '40, and SRU President 
Cheryl Norton; 1889 Society Luncheon 2015 

presenters Courtney Gramlich, manager of Storm 
Harbor Equestrian Center, and Betsy Kemeny, 

assisant professor of parks and recreation.



Changing lives one gift at a time  

“The choice to include The Rock in my will was a natural extension of 
my decision to support and help those who want to become teachers and 
need financial aid to do so,” Clements said.

“Perhaps scholarship help from me at the age of 81 will model an 
interest in lifelong learning for those Slippery Rock students who receive 
the award,” she said.

Clements hopes to attend The 1889 Society annual recognition luncheon  
hosted by SRU President Cheryl Norton and SRU’s first-gentleman Henry 
Norton, where Norton will acknowledge the important contributions of the 
Society’s members and provide an update on the life of the University

As part of the luncheon, one of SRU’s distinguished faculty members is 
asked to present the work they are doing. 

This year’s featured speaker is Sam Thangiah, professor of computer 
science. Thangiah and his students will demonstrate how artificial 
intelligence and robot technology can have a positive impact on helping 
children with autism, immersive technology and educating K-12 and 
college students.

Thangiah said planned gifts support the big-picture mission of robotics 
education and reaching children in grades K-12 for Science, Technology 
Education and Mathematics (STEM) education. He and his computer 
science majors visit local schools to share their interest in robotics as a 
way of sparking interest in science.

“I am finding that the best time to get kids interested in science is 
kindergarten through fifth grade, because that’s when their minds are 
open,” he said. “We need more people in STEM.”

And, we need more people like Madelin 
Clements to keep making ripples.

For more information about how you 
can make a positive difference through 
a planned gift, contact Amy Bersett at 
724.738.2644, or amy.bersett@sru.edu. 
If you have already included  
SRU in your estate plans,  
please let us know so that 
we can recognize your 
generosity.

Anonymous (3)
Benjamin Addison '87
Robert and Nancy Aebersold
William '90 and Nancy Allenbaugh
Frank and Tiffany Aloi
Marjorie (Magdik) Andreo ‘61
Eliott and Deborah Baker
Karen Balchunas '78
Lee Beatty '57
Jerome '63 and Kathleen (Toohey)  
    ’63 Bejbl
Wade '50 and Elaine Bender
Earl '51 and Shirley (Dean) ’51  Birdy
Eugene '72 and Rochelle Boratko
Betty (Postlethwait) Bracken '46
Robert '88 and Angela (Sciullo) 
    ’89 Case
Madelin (Booth) Clements '56
Jace Condravy and Timothy Chase
Robert ’71 and Roberta Cook
Ruth (Vaughan) Coon '52
Grady Cooper
Gregory and Merle (Moses) ’79 
    Crawford
Mary Crawford and Bernie Glesky
Quentin '62 and Charlotte Currie
Robert and Barbara ’65 Davis
John '94 and Heidi (Monroe) ’94 
    DiGennaro
Feliciata DiPasquale '55
Marlene (Wix) Druschel '89
Reba Erickson '58
Helen Ferguson '48
Charles '65 and Maria Furjanic
John Gagetta '72
Lois (Leddy) Gallagher '42
Colette Garrison '53
Andrea (Pongres) Griggs '71
Kenneth Hanby '63
Margaret (Rehm) Headland '40
Judith (Nicholson) Hemker '65
Frank and Ruth '79 Hoffman
Janet Hollack '67
Paul Johnson '66
Stanley and Phyllis Kendziorski

Marilyn Kraus
Cindy LaCom and Peter Hanson '01
Norma (Watson) Laughner '48
Genevieve Lescsak '43
Adaline Liken
Robert Marcus '61
James Martin
Joanne McKeag '55
Joette Miller '73 and Michael Steele
Catherine Morsink
Joyce Patterson '76
Raymond and Gwendolyn  
    (Kochanowski) '68 Phillips
Walter and Nancy (Skelton) ’69 Powell
Robert '58 and Charlotte (Roch)  
    '58 Probst
George '65 and Sarah Purvis
Jacqueline Quast
Curtis Redfoot '73
Katherine Reynolds '59
Marcia (Duncan) Richardson
Thomas and Melinda Ristvey
Paul and Carolyn Rizza
Ruth (Dougherty) Roose '54
Richard '55 and Clarice Rose
Pamela (Minoski) Runac '69
Charles '74 and Gail Sheetz
Donald Smith
G. Warren and Constance Smith
Sheryl Smith '74
Gerald '90 and Karen Stebbins
Carol Stein '78
Constantine Stroumbakis
Bruce Taylor '69
Rhoda Taylor
Jack '78 and Nancy Townsend
Susan Tritt '72 and Lionel Galway
Matthew ’81 and Lorraine Veltri
Barbara Walwik
Barry '73 and Rayanne Welsch
Bradley Wilson and Jean Jones
Anne Wuenschel '76
Paul and Rita (Currie) '84 Young
Joy (Winterhalt) Zeiner '86

1889 SOCIETY MEMBERS

SRU President Cheryl 
Norton and Madelin 
Clements, '56
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Helping SRU to truly connect with the world 
is an ever-growing international student 
population that has made the University 
one of the top modern-day melting pots 
in Pennsylvania’s State System of Higher 
Education. That vision has extended from the 
general student population to SRU’s athletic 
department where 10 international student-
athletes suited up for several of The Rock’s 
varsity teams in 2015-16. 

“If you have the desire and skill to compete 
not only as an athlete, but also as a student, 
you can have success at SRU regardless 
of where you are from,” said Paul Lueken, 
director of athletics. “That has been proven 
time and time again by the majority of our 48 
exceptional international student-athletes 
over the past nine years.” 

The men’s soccer team, which won the 
2015 Pennsylvania State Athletic Conference 
championship, had six international players on 
its roster in Peter Boylan (Pickering, Ontario, 
Canada), Ryan Boylan (Pickering, Ontario, 
Canada), Andre Morgan (London, England), 
George Oakley (Huddersfield, England), 
Jonathan Sharp (Liverpool, England) and Aaron 

Lambert (Caldicot, Wales). The group combined 
to appear in 73 games a season ago. Peter 
Boylan was named the PSAC Tournament MVP 
and Ryan Boylan was an all-region defender. 

Carla Corrochano Moracho (Talavera De La 
Reina, Spain) and Stephanie Fortier (Newmarket, 
Ontario, Canada) helped the SRU women’s 
tennis team to its 14th NCAA Tournament berth 
in program history in 2015-16. Corrochano 
Moracho has been an all-conference performer 
in each of her first two years at SRU and 
Fortier has been in The Rock’s lineup since her 
freshman campaign in 2013-14. 

Tess Keeley (Pottsville, Australia), a former 
all-region and All-PSAC selection, has been 
instrumental in the women’s soccer teams 
success over the past two seasons with 10 
goals and 10 assists; she will be entering her 
third year with the program as a starter in 2016. 

The Rock’s 10th international athlete last 
year was men’s basketball senior forward 
Jamal Gatali (Toronto, Ontario, Canada), who 
was known during his career for his stifling 
perimeter defense and smooth stroke from 
beyond the arc. 

Traveling distances for SRU’s current 

Spanning the Globe
Athletics drives international student-athletes’ success inside and outside of the classroom

Excelling as a 
caring community 
of lifelong learners 
connecting with the 
world isn’t just a 
cliché, throwaway 
sentence in a 
mission statement. 
Rather, it’s an edict 
that is helping 
shape the future 
of Slippery Rock 
University. 

40    The ROCK
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international athletes vary. The Rock’s 
Canadian contingent is a manageable average 
of 295 miles away. The number grows as you 
cross the Atlantic Ocean where the men’s 
soccer United Kingdom quartet is on average 
3,596 miles from their respective hometowns. 
The two athletes that made the longest trek 
to Slippery Rock are Corrochano Moracho at 
3,870 miles and Keeley at 10,227 miles. 

“The most difficult part about being away 
from home is not being able to see my family 
and friends all year until Christmas, and 
missing out on so many birthday celebrations 
and festivals,” Keeley said. “Coming to 
SRU has definitely made me become more 
independent and mature. Personally, it wasn‘t 
that big of a transition, but the people that I 
have met and the friends I have made have 
definitely made it easier for me to settle in 
and feel comfortable here.” 

The recruitment of a foreign athlete differs 
greatly than that of the typical athlete that 
comes to the University. The vast majority 
of SRU’s student-athletes in 2015-16, 68.8 
percent, were from Pennsylvania and most 
of the rest were from a bordering state, 

which gave SRU coaches ample scouting 
opportunities through either camps, high 
school games or club contests. The majority 
of foreign recruitment is done without 
any physical scouting from coaches and 
conversely without potential student-athletes 
being able to visit a place where they are 
committing to spend years of their lives. 

Without the luxury of proximity, coaches 
find out about international prospects in a 
variety of ways. Keeley sent a highlight video 
to former SRU coach Noreen Herlihy while 
Corrochano Moracho went through an agency 
that pairs prospective international students 
with schools in the U.S. Others have relied on 
recruiting websites to help get noticed and 
find a destination. 

In addition to superior athletic talent, it 
takes a special kind of person with specific 
personality traits and mental toughness 
to succeed when being thousands of miles 
away from home and submerged in a new 
culture, often times even dealing with different 
dominant language. 

“I remember during the first week of 
school my freshman year things were kind of 

Spanning the Globe
Athletics drives international student-athletes’ success inside and outside of the classroom

tough to get used to like having all the classes 
in English or the time difference between the 
two countries,” Corrochano Moracho said. “The 
most difficult part for me has been being apart 
from my family for such a long time.” 

The distance and differences in culture are 
just two more additional challenges. Even first-
year collegiate athletes that are close to home 
face never-before seen challenges. Athletically, 
there’s a greater time commitment, intense 
competition for playing time and often it marks 
the first time in their careers where they are no 
longer the best on their team. This doesn’t even 
take into account the social and educational 
obstacles that virtually everyone faces. 

With all of those potential stumbling blocks 
why would international athletes choose to 
attend SRU? The answer is simple; The Rock 
offers potentially life-changing opportunities. 

“SRU is helping prepare me for my future 
thanks to everything I‘m learning related 
to both tennis and business marketing,” 
Corrochano Moracho said. “Being here has 

LEFT TO RIGHT: Peter Boylan, Ryan Boylan, Andre 
Morgan, George Oakley, Aaron Lambert.



Athletes at least once for maintaining a GPA of 
at least 3.25 for a full academic year. 

Shardea Arias de la Cruz–Croes is an example 
of what an athlete, international or not, can 
do when hard work, dedication and talent are 
combined. Arias de la Cruz–Croes, a native of 
San Nicolas, Aruba, came to Slippery Rock in 
2008 to study and play softball. She excelled 
at nearly everything she did, graduating with a 
bachelor’s degree in exercise and rehabilitative 
sciences in 2011 while leading The Rock to three 
winning seasons and the program’s only NCAA 
Tournament appearance to date. She also 
earned her master’s degree in adapted physical 
activity from Slippery Rock in 2012. 

A two-time all-conference honoree, Arias 
de la Cruz–Croes was a career .361 hitter who 
scored 88 runs, had 50 RBI and stole 39 bases 
over a four-year career. Her name can be found 
throughout the SRU career record books as she 
ranks second all-time in career triples, fourth 
in stolen bases, fifth in hits, sixth in batting 
average and seventh in runs scored. Off the 
field she collected an array of accolades as 
well. A 2010 CoSIDA Academic All-American, 
Arias de la Cruz–Croes was also a two-time 
academic all-district selection, a four-time 
PSAC Scholar Athlete and the 2009 finalist for 
the Arthur Ashe Jr. Sports Scholar Award. 

helped me grow and be more mature than 
I already was. It’s helped me appreciate the 
little things so much too.” 

Helping ease the transition from another 
country to western Pennsylvania for these 
student-athletes is the combination of 
their teammates and a welcoming campus 
atmosphere that is accepting to all. 

“It wasn‘t until I got here that I realized how 
lucky I was to be given the opportunity I was 
given,” Keeley said. “It wasn‘t a tough transition 
because it was awesome how welcoming the 
team was. There are days I miss home, but 
not days I want to leave for good, and that will 
make it harder to leave for good.” 

“The treatment I‘ve received here has been 
fantastic,” Corrochano Moracho said. The people 
are amazingly nice and willing to help whenever 
you need it. Coach (Matt) Meredith has been 
a great support for me too, as well as all my 
teammates and friends that I‘ve made there.” 

Also helping to relax any fears about making 
the wrong college choice when deciding to 
attend SRU is the University’s long line of past 
success both on and off the field with foreign 
athletes. Of the 48 international athletes to 
attend Slippery Rock since 2007-08, 21 were 
named All-PSAC performers in their sport of 
choice and 16 were recognized as PSAC Scholar 

“I think balancing your education and playing 
sports in general helps you to better prepare for 
life,” Arias de la Cruz–Croes said. “I go through 
my life with the same attitude that I have when 
playing softball. When I am playing, I am not 
afraid to strikeout, I am not afraid to make 
mistakes. When I make an error I learned that it 
is better to take responsibility for it instead of 
blaming it on someone or something else.” 

Today, Arias de la Cruz–Croes teaches 
physical education in Aruba at Colegio San 
Nicolas High School as well as teaching a 
course in adapted physical activity at the 
Pedagogical Institute of Aruba. Additionally, 
she is the president and founder of the Aruba 
Paralympic Committee. Arias de la Cruz–Croes 
credits SRU for having a huge impact on the 
success she has enjoyed since graduation. 

“I am thankful for my experience at Slippery 
Rock,” Arias de la Cruz–Croes said. “It truly 
helped me prepare for life and grow so much 
as a person. I still practice many things that I 
learned at SRU in my life.” 

The trend of international athletes can be 
expected to continue heading into the future. 
Genevieve Bordogna, associate director for 
international student admissions at Slippery 
Rock, said that there was a 51 percent increase 
in international applications from fall 2015 to 
fall 2016. 

“The amount of student services and 
programs SRU offers to its student are well 
put together,” Arias de la Cruz–Croes said. 
“Every support system is set in place to help 
students be successful at SRU and in their 
life. All of the professors that I had were very 
student focused and were always willing 
to give a helping hand. I would recommend 
all international students go to SRU. My 
experience was great and I am sure that theirs 
will be too.” 

LEFT TO RIGHT: Carla Corrochano Marocho, 
Stephanie Fortier, Tess Keeley, Jamal Gatali 
and Shardea Arias de la Cruz-Croes .
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Jill Piovano, ’80  
Executive Director,  
Human Resources, Iridium 
Satellite LLC
DAY JOB: For the past 15 years, I have 
been based in Phoenix, Arizona, having the 
wonderful and fortunate opportunity to 
manage and grow the human resources  
functions for a global satellite 
communications company.  

BACKGROUND: I grew up in a suburb of  
Long Island, New York. My family later moved 
to the Center Port/Greenlawn area where  
I graduated from Harborfields High School in 
1976. My tennis coach at the time was an SRU 
graduate who influenced my decision to attend 
The Rock. Years after graduating from the 
University – and after working 12 years in New 
York City – I moved to Phoenix where I live with 
my partner, Elizabeth and our two children, 
Jamie and Leo. 

INFLUENCE OF SRU: I had the opportunity to 
learn to play lacrosse, through a new program 
introduced my freshman year. It was an 
amazing experience to be part of a collegiate 
athletic program. SRU gave so much to me: a 
solid education, fellowship and memories to 
last a lifetime. I am pleased to give back now 
in a small way. My support for the women’s 
lacrosse team – which I offer in loving memory 
of my brother, Larry Piovano – makes me feel 
connected to that inaugural season and to all 
the players, past, present and future. 


